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ABSTRACT  
Electrokinetic phenomena in liquid foams is at a junction between two areas. On 
one side is the investigation of liquid foam drainage, and on the other side is 
electrokinetics of surface driven flow on solid-liquid interfaces. However, the 
electrokinetic phenomena in liquid foam films significantly lack understanding. 
Therefore, the novelty of the thesis is to address the mentioned gap in three stages.  
The outcome has potential applications in a novel separation approaches of 
biological molecules such as proteins and DNA. 
 
In the first stage, the electrokinetic flow of a sufficiently thick (180 µm) free liquid 
film was investigated using cationic and anionic surfactants by confocal micron-
resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV). The reverse of the surface charge 
resulted in a shift in charge of the electrical double layer at the free liquid film 
interface, which caused the direction of the electroosmotic velocity to reverse. In 
each surfactant type used, the fluid velocity profiles were measured at different 
depths of the free liquid film (different z-planes). It was found how the fluid 
velocity varied with depth. Numerical simulations of the electroosmotic flow in the 
same system were also performed using Finite Element Method to understand the 
flow dynamics. A reasonably good agreement was found between the numerical 
simulations and the experimental results validating the model.  
 
In the second stage, instead of flow visualisation particles, rhodamine B (RB) and 
fluorescein isocyanate (FICT) dye were added to the free liquid film. Under the 
initial conditions of pH 7.2, RB is a neutral dye, and FICT has a -2 charge. Under an 
imposed electric field pH variations were detected and an interesting flow profile 
was observed. The CFD model developed earlier (stage one) was modified to 
include the local pH variation. The behaviour of the simulated pH had a good 
agreement with the behaviour of the FICT. Further confirmation of local pH 
variation was undertaken using extra new experiments which also showed a good 
agreed with the simulation. 
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In the third stage, a liquid foam electrokinetic separation chamber was designed to 
extend the study to include practical applications. The first challenge was to 
achieve a stable foam under external electric field. A  polymer-surfactant mixture 
can solve the stability problem. However, the mixture of polymers required an 
alkaline pH (>9) condition for the polymer mixture to be soluble in the aqueous 
system. Lectin and tetramethylrhodamine goat anti-rabbit (IgG) protein mixture 
with different molecular mass to charge ratio (50 kDa and 150 kDa) were injected 
near the anode. The system was monitored in three location: (a) in a vicinity of the 
injection region, (b) between the two electrodes and (c) in a vicinity of the cathode. 
In the region (a), a decay of the luminescence intensity of the fluorescein of the two 
proteins was noted with varying rate. In region (b), an increase followed by a 
decrease in fluorescein intensity of the proteins was observed again at a varying 
rate. In region (c), an increase of the dye concentration was observed and again at 
a different rate. The observed difference was caused by difference of the 
electrophoretic velocity of the two proteins. The setup proved that proteins could 
be separated based on their electrophoretic mobility inside a liquid foam.  
 
The findings from the thesis show the ability to manipulate fluid flow within a free 
liquid film, and inside a liquid foam system by an external DC electric field, is not 
only interesting academically but has potential application in a novel separation 
approach of biological molecules and beyond. The result show, with the correct 
surfactant formulation, it possible to make a stable foam under an electric field 
which can be set up for separation of proteins using foam electrokinetics.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Pursued advancements in nation’s health have paved the need for the development 
of cheaper and more effective drugs. Proteomics has emerged as a vital tool in 
modern pharmaceutical drug discoveries (Page et al. 1999; Burbaum & Tobal 
2002). The development of protein linked drug requires a detailed study of these 
proteins with regards its interactions and functions. Some common methods of 
separating biological molecules involve the use of capillary electrophoresis, 
isotachophoresis and isoelectric focusing to mention a few (Baldessari and 
Santiago, 2008; Egas and Wirth, 2008; Garcia et al., 2005). What these 
microsystems have in common is that they are fabricated from solid wall channels. 
Here, the author aims to study deformable liquid films with large surface area that 
could potentially be used for effective separation of biological molecules and 
proteins. 
1.2 Motivation and scope of the research 
The motivation of the research is based on the exploitation of electrical double 
layer (EDL) during electrophoresis in micro and nanochannels (Baldessari & 
Santiago 2006). The separation using EDL in these channels is widely reported in 
literature (Garcia et al., 2005). Garcia et al. (2005) have studied electrokinetic 
transport behaviour from  micro to nanochannels with high aspect ratios. A well-
defined separation of Alexa 488 (green dye) and rhodamine B (red dye) has been 
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achieved in a nanoconfinement system (see Figure 1-1). The channel width varied 
from 35-200 nm with an electric field applied of 0-2000 V m-1. At pH 8.3 the dyes 
rhodamine B and Alexa 488 are neutral and negatively charged species, 
respectively. Since rhodamine B is a neutral charged species – it is transported 
through the system by electroosmotic flow. Hence, by measuring the fluid velocity 
(Garcia et al., 2005) to estimate the zeta potential, which was determined to be +81 
mV in 200 nm channel diameter. The viewing of the species transport was 
achieved by a laser-scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss Axioskop with LSM5 
scanning head). 
 
Figure 1-1: A two-colour sample of fluorescence micrographs (Alexa 488 (green), 
rhodamine B (red)) illustrating separation of dyes in nanochannel arrays. The 
images on the left-hand side (A and B) are for 50 nm channel diameter while the 
images on the right hand (Garcia et al., 2005).  
Furthermore, Petersen (2003) has found that polyelectrolytes such as DNA can be 
separated in nanodevices by using non-uniform flow conditions which are created 
by electroosmotic flow under the double layer overlap or in channels smaller than 
the fragment sizes. This is made possible by using low ionic strength solution 
which allowed overlap of the EDLs. DNA fragment of various sizes were 
fluorescently marked to visualise the separation. The separation channel was 320 
nm deep and 2 mm long with an electric field applied 4000 V.m-1. 
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Russell et al. (2014) have reported the separation of short single and double-
stranded (10-, 20-, and 50-bases long) DNA in 1 µm and 100 nm glass channels. 
The research has underlined the difficulties associated with DNA separation in 
channels and the factors which may affect the observed behaviour. The ionic 
strength of the electrolyte had the greatest impact on the DNA electrophoretic 
mobility. However, the base length, conformation and confinement of the DNA are 
important variables. A decrease in channel diameter from 1 µm to 100 nm has 
caused a decrease in absolute electrophoretic mobility of the DNA strands which is 
credited to both hydrodynamic confinement and EDL interactions. The authors 
predict that hydrodynamic confinement resulted in only 4 % in the mobility 
reduction in all ionic concentrations while a further reduction which was observed 
at low ionic concentration was caused by EDL interaction between the wall and the 
DNA.   
1.3 Research Novelty 
The novelty of the research stems from the manipulation of fluid flow within a free 
liquid film and liquid foam system by the application of an external electric field. 
The research is sandwiched between two areas. On onside is foam drainage which 
is extensively investigated (A Bureiko et al., 2015; Weaire and Hutzler, 2005) and 
on the other side is the manipulation of fluids inside a solid channel by 
electrokinetics (Baldessari and Santiago, 2006; Ooi et al., 2005; Pennathur and 
Santiago, 2005). However, the manipulation of fluid flow surrounded by gas-liquid 
interfaces subjected to electrokinetics lacks significantly behind (Bonhomme et al. 
2013; Joly et al. 2014; Bonhomme et al. 2017), which this research aims to address. 
Therefore, the outcome of this work will have a profound impact on the scientific 
knowledge in foam and liquid film electrokinetics and potential applications. 
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1.4 Aims 
The study aims to investigate:  
• First stage: electrokinetic phenomena in a free liquid film by using micron-
resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) to measure the 
electroosmotic flow of the fluid with the aid of fluorescent particles.  
• A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model will be developed to simulate 
the system and validated with the experimental results.  
Second stage: the study is extended by investigating the separation 
potential of fluorescently charged dyes within the free liquid film. The CFD 
model from stage one is used to model the system and to understand the 
separation mechanism. 
• Third stage: a potential application of the system is studied where two 
proteins with different mass to charge ratio are subjected to an external 
electric field in a foam separation chamber. The effectiveness of separation 
is  investigated with various system and operating parameters. 
1.5 Hypothesis 
In most cases, solid surfaces exposed to aqueous electrolyte solutions acquire a 
charge. The source of the surface charge occurs from adsorption and desorption of 
chemical groups (Hunter 2001; Li 2004). The electrostatic interaction attracts 
counterions from the surrounding bulk electrolyte solutions and repel co-ions. 
That leads to the formation of a thin layer in a vicinity of the charged interface 
known as an electrical double layer (EDL). The EDL consist of stern and diffuse 
layers. In micro-systems, the channel is relatively small, and the EDL occupies a 
substantial portion of the channel width. In liquid foam and free liquid film 
systems made from ionic surfactants, a similar arrangement of adsorbed ions 
(Stern layer) and electrostatic attraction counter ions (diffuse layer) exist creating 
overlapping or nearly overlapping EDL’s. Therefore, electrokinetic phenomena 
would be observed if such a system is placed under an external electric field. Fluid 
is transported within foams and liquid films by electroosmotic flow through the 
Plateau border, films and lamellas, which are made from deformable gas-liquid 
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interfaces. The nature of the EDL within these channels are governed by the type of 
ionic surfactant used. 
 
When the protein is introduced into the foam system, the protein will interact with 
the EDL and get adsorbed or repulsed at the interface. Desorption at the air-liquid 
interface is slow and depends on the surface interaction between polymers. Upon 
the application of an electric field, the proteins in the bulk will become mobile due 
to the applied electric potential (Cheetham et al., 2011) and the friction will slow it 
down its mobility. Thus,  in the case of mixture of polymers of different charges the 
latter results in their separation.  
 
Figure 1-2: Different length scales at play in macro/nanosystems (Bocquet and 
Charlaix, 2009). 
1.6 Thesis structure 
The thesis is divided into eight chapters. Each chapter develops from previews 
chapter.   
• Chapter one – Introduces the problem, research aims, and hypothesis 
• Chapter two –A literature review of the relevant areas is discussed 
• Chapter three – Monitoring equipment is discussed 
• Chapter four/five – measuring the fluid velocity of the free liquid film 
using PIV is discussed 
• Chapter six – Stage two of the problem which is separating the 
fluorescently charged dye with different molecular charges is presented 
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• Chapter seven – Stage three of the problem which is demonstrating a 
potential application of the research is presented and future direction 
• Conclusion –A summary the main findings of the research 
1.7 Dissemination from the PhD thesis 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Part of this chapter was submitted to Journal Current Option Colloid and Interfacial 
Science. 
 
Chapter Overview 
Electrokinetic phenomena in liquid foam media are at a junction between two 
fields. On one corner is the study of liquid foam drainage, which is well 
documented, and on the other side is electrokinetics of surface driven flow on 
solid-liquid interfaces, which is equally well understood. However, electrokinetic 
phenomena in the field of foams with deformable liquid-air interfaces have gained 
a significantly wider research interest only recently. In pursuit of understanding 
electrokinetics of foams, the model systems adopted by investigators have been 
summarised as follows: (i) free liquid films; (ii) flow cells (iii) a single bubble 
sandwiched between two electrodes; (iv) foam column and (v) finite element 
method (FEM) which is  discussed below. Visualisation methods used and 
equipment available in the department are presented.  
2.1 Surfactants 
Surfactants reduce the interfacial tension by adsorption at the interface. 
Surfactants (or surface active agents) are amphiphilic organic compounds. A 
surfactant molecule possesses a hydrophobic tail that is usually a long chain of 
hydrocarbons and a hydrophilic head that is a polar group (ionic or non-ionic). The 
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amphiphilic nature of surfactants gives rise to characteristic properties which are 
grouped as self-assembly and adsorption (Garrett, 1972; Porter, 1994). Adsorption 
is the arrangement of surfactant molecules at the interface (air/liquid or 
solid/liquid). The hydrophilic head favours the inclusion in water phase while the 
hydrophobic tail favours the inclusion in the gas phase. The self-assembly is a 
feature of surfactants in an aqueous solution to arrange themselves into organised 
structures referred to as micelles, vesicles and so on once a critical concentration is 
reached/exceeded. Below only micelles or micellar solutions are under 
consideration. Often, the critical concentration is referred to as critical micelles 
concentration (CMC) (Rosen and Kunjappu, 2012). At low concentrations below 
CMC, only single surfactant molecules (singlets) are present  in aqueous solution. 
Increasing the concentration of surfactants causes the surface of the interface to 
become covered with a monolayer of surfactant molecules which arranged 
themselves accordingly, as shown in Figure 2-1. Further increasing the 
concentration of surfactant beyond this point (above CMC) would cause formation 
of micelles  (Rosen and Kunjappu, 2012) (Figure 2-1). 
Micelles are frequently globular and approximately spherical in shape, although 
ellipsoids, cylindrical and bilayer or vesicles are possible. Micelles shape and size 
does depend on the geometry of the surfactant molecule and the solution 
environment such as concentration, temperature pH and ionic strength. Although 
surfactant can be classified differently, the most useful grouping is based on the 
nature of the hydrophilic head (group) (Porter 1994; Rosen & Kunjappu 2012). 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Schematic representation of surfactant molecule (left) and air/water 
interface micelle formation right. 
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Cationic surfactants possess positively charged head groups: frequently a nitrogen 
atom or an amide group (Rosen and Kunjappu, 2012). Anionic surfactants contain 
an electronegative charged polar head group. Counterions such as sodium ions 
may also be present (Rosen and Kunjappu, 2012). The two groups of surfactants 
(cationic and anionic) are dissociated in water to produce charged head groups. In 
some cases, the use of a non-ionic surfactant can produce an advantage over the 
ionic ones. This would include dampening the effect of pH; control of the extent of 
solubility through manipulation of polarity and size of the head group. Zwitterionic 
(or amphoteric) surfactant can form both positive and negative charged functional 
head group under a specified condition. The different type of surfactants which has 
been used recently on deformable surfaces are given in Table 1. This demonstrates 
that the surfactant used are ionic, non-ionic and common detergent containing a 
mixture of different surfactants. The mixture of sodium lauryl sulfate (SDS) with 
cosurfactant dodecanol to improve their stability has been reported (Bonhomme et 
al., 2015). 
 
Table 2-1: Summary of surfactants and experimental conditions used in 
electrokinetic flow experiments involving foam and deformable liquid films. 
Surfactant Type Concertation (mM) 
Electric 
field (V/m) 
Power type 
Sodium lauryl sulfate (SDS) 
(anionic) 
34.7 (Shirsavar, R, 
Ramos, A, Amjadi, A, 
Taherinia, J, 
Mashhadir, M, Nejati, 
2015) 
0-300k 
AC (up to 80 
kHz) 
4-16 (Sett et al., 2016) 0 and 1000 DC 
8.2 (Hussein Sheik et 
al., 2018, 2017) 
254-4450 DC 
8.2 (Bonhomme et al., 1000- DC 
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2017) 12000 
(Trimethyl(tetradecyl) 
ammonium (TTAB) 
(cationic) 
8.9 (Bonhomme et al., 
2013) 
0-5464 DC 
0.9 (Bonhomme et al., 
2015) 
- AC/DC 
5 (Hussein Sheik et al., 
2018, 2017) 
254-4450 DC 
2.25 × 10-3 - 
13.5 (Blanc et al., 
2018) 
0-3000 
AC (up to 100 
Hz 
Dodecyltrimethylammonium 
Bromide (DTAB) (cationic) 
5–30 (Sett et al., 2016) 0 and 1000 DC 
tetraethylene glycol 
monooctyl ether (C8E4) 
(non-ionic) 
5–15 (Sett et al., 2016) 0 and 1000 DC 
Commercial soap 
Small amount (Amjadi 
et al., 2009) 
10-100k 
AC (up to 40 
kHz) 
 
2.2 Foam structure 
Liquid foams have a widespread application in cosmetics, detergents, food, 
firefighting, oil recovery and mining (Arjmandi-Tash et al., 2017; Bonhomme et al., 
2017; Exerowa and Kruglyakov, 1998). Foams are dispersed systems that consist 
of gas bubbles, which are partitioned by liquid films, Plateau borders and nods. 
Foams are always formed in the presence of foaming agents: surfactants, polymers 
to stabilise liquid films between bubbles. The equilibrium adsorption and 
adsorption kinetics describe the feature of surfactant molecules (Mucic et al., 
2011). Drainage is a natural process driven by gravity and capillary action that 
occurs when the liquid between the gas bubbles flows mostly through Plateau 
borders (regions where three bubbles meet and make a connection of three liquid 
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films at 120o angle), and nodes (a connection between Plateau borders). The 
drainage processes are well investigated and documented (Exerowa and 
Kruglyakov, 1998; Hutzler et al., 2005; Weaire and Hutzler, 2005).  
 
Figure 2-2: A foam image showing a schematic representation of the 
interconnected elements (film/lamellae, node/junction, and channel/Plateau 
border) of the structure (Arjmandi-Tash, 2017).  
 
Increased attention has been focused on the dynamic aspect of the subject – more 
precisely the transfer processes in foams: the motion of liquid inside foams under 
the influence of an external electric field. Electrokinetic fluid transport through a 
foam system by an applied external electric field (electrokinetic flow) is complex 
and has not yet been fully understood (Bonhomme et al., 2017). Electrokinetic 
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phenomenal in foams is challenging because of the complex hydrodynamic 
boundary condition with specific electrokinetic effects and foam interfaces 
deformability, which is generated at multiple scales (Bonhomme et al., 2017). 
Further challenges arise from electrokinetic transport at the charged liquid-vapour 
interface located on the bubble surfaces and solid-liquid interfaces. The charge is 
carried by ionic surfactants, displays a complex collective behaviour and surface 
elasticity as a result of their mobility and permeability (Blanc et al., 2018; 
Bonhomme et al., 2017). The adsorption of ionic surfactant molecules at the 
respective interfaces governs the values of the zeta potential (Yoon and Yordan, 
1986). The publications on manipulation of fluids inside foam systems and wet 
films have increased considerably over recent years. Below, various methods 
utilised by investigators for understanding foam electrokinetics are briefly 
reviewed. In pursuit of understanding foam electrokinetics, researchers have 
devised different experimental approaches to understand these phenomena. The 
procedures used are as follows (i) free liquid films (Hussein Sheik et al., 2017, 
2016); (ii) flow cells (Blanc et al., 2018), where the authors were observing the 
arrangement at the gas-liquid interface; (iii) a single bubble (Bonhomme et al., 
2013); (iv) foam column (Sett et al., 2016) and (v) finite element method (FEM) 
(Hussein Sheik et al., 2017).   
2.3 Film thickness measurement  
The thickness of a free liquid film decreases with time as drainage and evaporation 
take its course. A free liquid film is thin film surrounded by gas on either side; 
creating a gas-liquid-gas relationship. The altering spectacle of colour observed on 
the surface on the thin film has not only a beautiful appeal but also expose the 
fluctuating local film thickness as a result of drainage. A common procedure for 
measuring the thickness of free liquid film is to use optical procedure. Figure 2-3 
shows an illustration of monochromatic light beam with a wavelength j falling on a 
flat thin free liquid film with a thickness tf with an angle incident i. The film at point 
A reflects a portion of light, while the rest enter the film with a reflection angle r. 
The transmitted beam is partly reflected at the second (bottom) surface of the film 
at point B. Thus, returning to the initial surface. Again some of the light would be 
transmitted at point C and appear out of the film while some light is reflected. This 
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process will continue. Therefore, the interference phenomenal detected in 
reflection is caused by the interference between the reflected beam at point A and 
the emerging beam at point C while ignoring all further reflection emerging from 
additional reflection (Weaire & Hutzler 2005). 
 
Figure 2-3: Free liquid film interference. 
2.4 zeta potential measurement 
The impact of surfactant at the gas-liquid interface has been of interest ever since 
soap was discovered (Bonhomme et al., 2017). Electrokinetics have been 
investigated since the 19th century with the electrophoresis of a clay (Bonhomme 
et al., 2017). To prepare an interface, it is vital to consider electrostatic nature of 
the interface and its hydrodynamic features (Bocquet and Charlaix, 2009). In the 
case of soluble surfactant interfaces, the situation is complicated and the three 
cases shown in Figure 2-4 need to be considered to define the nature of the 
interface 
 
Figure 2-4: the steps involved in characterising electrokinetic features at surfactant 
adsorbed interfaces. (a) transfer of surfactant at the interface, (b) electrostatic 
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potential of the interface caused by adsorption and counterions transport and (c) 
dynamic response caused by external electric force to ionic transport. 
 
2.5 Experimental techniques 
A very convenient model system for investigating electrokinetic phenomena in the 
presence of surfactant-laden interfaces is a free liquid film, which is formed by 
suspending a volume of liquid stabilised by surfactant within a solid frame. The 
free liquid film is exposed to air from two sides and the frame on the other sides as 
shown in Figure 1(a). The supporting frame can be a square (Amjadi et al., 2009), 
rectangular (Hussein Sheik et al., 2016) or circular (Jiang et al., 2017). The non-
electrode part of the frame can be made from a range of materials such as 
borosilicate glass (Hussein Sheik et al., 2018, 2017), printed  circuit board (Jiang et 
al., 2017) or aluminium rods covered with the dielectric central insets, which 
enable the upper and lower parts of the frame to act as electrodes when an electric 
field is applied (Sett et al., 2016). A free liquid film can be used to model 
electrokinetic phenomenal in liquid foam systems as it captures unique geometric 
features of foam depending on the film thickness - foam film, Plateau border or a 
node.  
 
The drainage of a vertical free liquid film counterbalanced by electrokinetic flow 
was reported in ref (Sett et al., 2016). The free liquid film frame was made 4 cm by 
4 cm by 0.087 cm. The authors  (Sett et al., 2016) used a range of voltages on a DC 
power circuit. The solutions were made by mixing water with cationic, anionic or 
non-ionic surfactants with a wide surfactant concentration range, either above or 
below CMC. To make the film, the frame was dipped into the surfactant solution 
and then out. In this study  (Sett et al., 2016), the charge of the surfactant 
molecules was important with regards to its interaction with the electric field and 
electrical double layer (EDL) formation. The adsorption of ionic surfactant 
molecules at the interface controls the physics of the system and by changing the 
direction of the electric field, the authors observed the subsequent effect on fluid 
flow and drainage. Three different surfactants used resulted in different local film 
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thickness as a result of their interaction with the electric field. An important 
observation from the study (Sett et al., 2016) was as follows: by changing the 
surfactant type from anionic to cationic resulted in a reversal of electroosmotic 
flow direction. As a result of the reversal of the electric field, the film stability was 
improved. The non-ionic surfactant showed marginal effects on flow field, due to  
the reversal of the electric field.  
 
A liquid film motor is an experimental set-up that has been used with free liquid 
films with an AC or DC external electric field (Amjadi et al., 2015, 2009; Feiz et al., 
2015). The position of the frame was kept horizontal in all studies to reduce the 
impact of the gravity. The experimental setup of the liquid film motor is made out 
of two horizontal frames lying in an x-y plane at a distance (Δx) to each other 
enclosed by conducting electrode at the ends. The solutions were prepared by 
mixing water, glycerol and detergent in different proportions. The free liquid film 
was formed by submerging supporting fame in the solution and taking it. the frame 
was placed between two high capacitor plates connected to a high voltage supply. 
Different frame geometries such as square (Nasiri et al., 2015), rectangular 
(Amjadi et al., 2009) or circular (Jiang et al., 2017) have been reported to 
understand the impact of geometry.  
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Figure 2-5: Illustration of the experimental setups used in foam electrokinetics. (a) a 
free liquid film (Amjadi et al., 2009; Hussein Sheik et al., 2018, 2017, 2016; Sett et al., 
2016) (b) a single foam bubble sandwiched between two electrodes creating a 
cylindrical bubble (Bonhomme et al., 2015, 2013) (c) and experimental cell is created 
by adding a surfactant solution in transparent dish resulting in an adsorbed 
surfactant-laden  liquid-gas interface (Blanc et al., 2018, 2016) (d) a foam cell  
(Bonhomme et al., 2017; Sett et al., 2016) and (e) the adsorption of surfactant 
molecule at the interface. 
 
Ref (Hussein Sheik et al., 2018, 2017) have reported the measurement of 
electroosmotic velocity in free liquid films with a higher liquid content compared 
to ref (Sett et al., 2016). The free liquid film thickness at its thinnest region was 
180 µm, and the orientation of the film was horizontal to minimise the impact of 
gravity. However, due to the length of the film in the y-direction being greater than 
the capillary length, the effect of the gravity could not be neglected. To reduce 
drainage and stabilise the liquid film, the authors used cationic and anionic 
surfactants with aqueous glycerol mixture for their study. The free liquid film was 
formed within the gap between the rods by taking ~9 µL of the solution using a 
micropipette (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and placing it on the cavity of the 
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frame and gently moving it across to the other end. From this setup, the authors 
found that the electroosmotic velocity depends on the charge of surfactant. The 
setup enabled the study of the complex hydrodynamic flow in the system and 
compared with the numerical results. In ref (Shirsavar, R, Ramos, A, Amjadi, A, 
Taherinia, J, Mashhadir, M, Nejati, 2015), the solution was made of SDS surfactants 
at 34.7 CMC concertation with 10 percent glycerol in water. To create a free liquid 
film, a rod wetted with the solution was drawn over the frame. The film thickness 
varied between 10 µm to 10 nm. A non-uniform electric field was used.  
 
In ref (Bonhomme et al., 2015, 2013), an experimental method was developed for 
studying the electrokinetic phenomena in a single bubble stabilised by a cationic 
surfactant sandwiched between two flat plate electrode, which resulted in the 
formation of a cylindrical bubble as shown in Figure 1(b). A hermetic box with a 
saturated vapour environment was employed in this study to prevent the 
evaporation. The electroosmotic flow evolution of the bubble with time was 
monitored by conductivity measurements. The method involved measuring the 
liquid content of the cylindrical bubble and comparing it with different electric 
field conditions. The conductivity measurements were used to determine the film 
thickness. However, the local film thickness variations of the film were neglected 
as only a single value of conductivity was recorded. Nonetheless, the proposed 
setup (Bonhomme et al., 2015, 2013) could be used to model a foam film and foam 
Plateau border interaction. Electroosmotic flow resulted in build-up of liquid at the 
top end of the cylindrical bubble. High salt concertation (1 mM – 1 M) (Bonhomme 
et al., 2015) was used to drive the electroosmotic flow.  
 
A new setup reported recently in (Blanc et al., 2018) is an experimental cell 
generated by filling a surfactant solution into a transparent dish resulting in an 
adsorbed surfactant-laden liquid-gas interface as shown in Figure 1(c). The 
experimental cell had a solution volume of 10 mm x 10 mm with minimum 3.7 mm 
in depth to avoid interaction of the bottom interface with the measuring data. The 
region of interest is the top surface which has a liquid-gas interface.  
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The challenge of stabilising liquid foam under an external electric field has led to 
the need of devising different experimental configurations as discussed above. 
However, liquid foam manipulation under external electric fields has been 
reported (Bonhomme et al., 2017; Sett et al., 2016). In ref (Sett et al., 2016), a foam 
using an anionic surfactant (SDS) in a column (as shown in Figure 1(d)) was 
generated and placed between two aluminium electrode plates. The authors noted 
the electroosmotic flow similar to that observed in a vertical free liquid film 
discussed in ref (Sett et al., 2016). In ref (Bonhomme et al., 2017), reverse drainage 
was reported in a foam column generated by applying a constant flow of air in an 
SDS solution at CMC using external electric fields. The bubble radius was about 1.5 
mm, and the tank height was 20 cm. To avoid electrochemical reaction occurring, 
electrodes were covered with Agar/Agar gel. To apply the electric field, one end of 
the electrode was submerged inside the solution reservoir while the other end was 
placed inside the foam.  The applied electric field strength ranged from 1000 to 
12000 V/m. The specific conductance was monitored over time (Bonhomme et al., 
2017) to determine the instantaneous liquid fraction in foam. The data revealed 
three distinctive regions. A quick reduction in liquid content characterised the 
initial region due to foam drainage. However, the rate was reduced with the aid of 
electroosmotic flow caused by the electric field. The conductance reached a 
constant value and the value depended on the electric field applied. For a 
sufficiently high electric field, flow is reversed (Bonhomme et al., 2017). The foam 
collapsed after a certain time, which is characterised by a sudden drop in the 
instantaneous conductance. However, ref (Bonhomme et al., 2017) has reported 
the direction of flow different from that reported in ref (Sett et al., 2016), even 
though the type of surface used was the same. 
 
Experimental methods provide vital understanding in the field of electrokinetic 
phenomena in foams. Researchers have combined this with modelling techniques 
to understand fundamental physics and how this affects the system. Furthermore, 
simulations can be used to validate experimental results (Blanc et al., 2018; 
Hussein Sheik et al., 2018). In ref (Hussein Sheik et al., 2018) experimental results 
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were validated using COMSOL Multiphysics. COMSOL is a commercially available 
Finite Element Method (FEM) with controlled accuracy for investigations of 
electrokinetics in thick liquid films for modelling flow in Plateau borders. A 
numerical study of electrical and hydrodynamic equations of a free liquid film at 
imposed non-uniform AC electric field was also solved (Nasiri et al., 2017) using 
the above mentioned above software. In ref (Barbosa et al., 2017), the 
electroosmotic flow has been modelled for a liquid film covered with ionic 
surfactants with a liquid-gas interface using molecular dynamic (MD). The authors 
found that the zeta potential value can be larger or smaller than earlier predictions 
based on the surface coverage. A liquid film motor configuration was simulated in 
(Nasiri et al., 2015) to validate the experimental results of (Amjadi et al., 2009; 
Shirsavar et al., 2010), and a good agreement was found (Nasiri et al., 2015). In 
(Feiz et al., 2015), simulations were undertaken to explain the theory of the liquid 
film motors.  
 
2.6 System monitoring and visualisation 
Innovative monitoring procedures for investigation of electrokinetic phenomena in 
liquid foam and deformable liquid films have been reported recently. Ref (Sett et 
al., 2016) used micro-interferometric techniques in their experimental setup to 
monitor the variations in local film thickness within a free liquid film. The principle 
of this approach was to observe interference of light at film surfaces and to ascribe 
different colour patterns observed to the local film thickness. The main limitation 
of this approach is that the film needs to be thicker than 30 nm (de Gennes, 2001; 
Sett et al., 2013). A similar method was also used in ref (Amjadi et al., 2009; Liu et 
al., 2011) for liquid film motors and ref (Sett et al., 2016) for investigation of 
drainage of a vertical free liquid film who observed reduced drainage due to 
electroosmotic flow in the opposite direction. Others (Bonhomme et al., 2015) 
have used conductivity measurements to infer the film thickness through the foam 
and to track the electrokinetic effects on the respective systems.  
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However, ref (Shirsavar, R, Ramos, A, Amjadi, A, Taherinia, J, Mashhadir, M, Nejati, 
2015) reported tracking the surface of a 10 µm thick free liquid film by using <50 
µm particle flakes deposited on the film surface. A particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
technique was used, which enabled the authors to observe the formation of a jet by 
the application of a non-uniform AC electric field. A recent article (Blanc et al., 
2018) utilised two imaging technique - (i) optical microflow velocimetry that is 
similar to PIV, where tracers particle mixed with the solution allowed monitoring 
of the movement of the liquid. This method allowed the measurement of complex 
hydrodynamic flow below the gas-liquid interface; (ii) Second Harmonic 
Generation (SHG), to monitor surfactant-laden gas-liquid interface (Blanc et al., 
2016). The SHG is a nonlinear optical method of analysing surfaces by converting 
two photons of different fundamental frequencies into a single photon at the 
harmonic frequency (Matar et al., 2010). This technique enables the monitoring of 
mobility of surfactants adsorbed at the interface. From SHG, the authors (Blanc et 
al., 2018) found that the surfactants adsorbed at the gas-liquid interface is static in 
the presence of electrically driven flow. , This result is interesting and will be very 
useful in simplifying numerical models.  
 
Using a free liquid film, ref (Hussein Sheik et al., 2017) measured velocity field 
generated by an external DC electric field using a confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM) micron resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) setup. 
The system consisted of CLSM scan head, argon-ion laser (wavelength = 488 nm, 
100 mJ), photomultiplier tubes (256 × 256 pixels, 8-bit resolution) and a computer 
with Laser Sharp 2000 software as shown in Figure 2. For flow visualisation, the 
authors used 2 µm diameter fluorescent seed particles, which were at least 100 
times smaller than the minimum film thickness. The peak excitation wavelength 
was 488 nm, and the emission peak wavelength was 530 nm. Following the 
identification of the top and bottom interfaces of the liquid film using rhodamine B 
dye, flow field was optically scanned at different depths 30 µm apart. Using 
Cytodex® 3 microcarrier beads (Sigma-Aldrich), the optical slice thickness was 
estimated to be ~8.4 µm.  At each depthwise position, the external electric field 
applied during the scan was turned off while a new position is being set. This 
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process was repeated until the entire film is measured. Approximately ten 
consecutive image pairs with a field of view of 690 µm × 690 µm recorded at a 
frame rate of 2 Hz was analysed using PIVlab 1.4 (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014). 
The analysis involved cross-correlation of the recorded images by selecting 32 x 32 
pixels interrogation window with a 50 percent overlap, which led to a spatial 
resolution of 20 µm x 20 µm x 8.4 µm. This procedure allowed the measurement of 
2D electroosmotic velocity at different depth in a free liquid film. The analysed 
region was 3200 to 3884 µm away from the cathode electrode. The PIV technique 
used in this study provided fine details of the flow field than flow velocimetry used 
in ref (Blanc et al., 2018).  
2.6.1 Particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
The 2014 has marked the 30th anniversary since the term ‘particle image 
velocimetry’ first appeared in literature (Adrian 2005). PIV is well-known method 
for measuring velocity profiles in microscopic fluid system (Adrian 1991). The 
measurement process is defined in relations of linear system theory in which 
tracer particles are observed as noticeable pattern which is linked to the fluid 
(motion). Figure 10 show schematic diagram of Polystyrene particle coated with 
NeurAvidin titrated into solution that contains biotinylated quantom dots (QDs). 
Each bead contains ca. 80 QDs (Freudenthal et al. 2007). The recorded tracer 
patterns are linked to two successive instances which are finite time differences. 
These images are viewed as the input and the output of the system (see Figure 10). 
The velocity field is then inferred from the analysis of the tracer pattern of the two 
successive images. Statistical description of the PIV images is then applied to 
analyse an estimation of particle-image displacement as a function of the special 
resolution (Westerweel 1999).  The image analysis is referred to ‘interrogation’ 
(Adrian 1991). 
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Figure 2-6: Tracer pattern displacement Image 1 to Image 2 
In PIV systems, fluid velocity is inferred from the flow profile of the tracer 
particles. Ideal tracer particles have the following properties: (a) it is sensitive 
enough to follow the exact motion of the fluid; (b) their presence will not affect the 
fluid properties or the flow profile; (c) nor interact with adjacent particles. The 
velocity is measured as indirectly as of the tracer particle in infinite time interval 
(Meinhart & Santiago 1999; Auroux et al. 2002). 
 
Figure 2-7: Diagram showing quantum nanosphere (QN) (Freudenthal et al. 2007). 
For the ideal tracer, particle velocity is the same as the local fluid velocity (v[X,t]). 
However, in practical situations the notion of ideal tracer particle can only be 
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estimated. Furthermore, the displacement field merely provided the average 
trajectory velocity within the time interval as shown by Figure 12.  Therefore, the 
value of D is not an absolute representation of fluid velocity. It has a finite error (ε) 
which is frequently negligible provided that both spatial and temporal variation is 
big with respect to: spatial resolution and the exposure time difference and the 
tracer particle (Adrian & Westerweel 1995). 
 
Figure 2-8: Illustration of tracer particle displacement being a function of fluid 
velocity (Adrian & Westerweel 1995). 
2.6.2 Micro-Particle Image Velocimetry (µ-PIV) 
Furthermore, since its introduction in 1997, µ-PIV has been utilised for quantifying 
fluid flow in a microchannel, microcapillaries and electrokinetic pumps to name a 
few. The first application of µ-PIV was first reported by Santiago et al. (1998) see 
Figure 13. Their experimental set-up was well suited for scenarios in which high 
micro resolution and low light intensity was needed (i.e. the study of flow around 
living microorganisms). The required exposure time for CCD camera to capture 
particle images was in the order of several milliseconds and the time delay 
between successive images was in the order of tens of milliseconds. The limitation 
of the system setup was that particles with relatively low velocities could be 
captured. This had been caused by the required exposure time. 
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Figure 2-9: Schematic of the micro-PIV recording system using: (1) an epifluorescent 
microscope, (2) a high numerical aperture lens, (3) a continuous-illumination 
mercury arc lamp, and (4) an intensified/cooled CCD camera (Santiago et al. 1998). 
 
However, a year later, Meinhart & Santiago (1999) improved the technique to 
measure velocity fields with special resolution approaching 0.9 µm. Experimental 
setup of their system is given in Figure 14. Method used an epi-fluorescent 
microscopy, a CCD camera, and two Nd:YAG lasers to image 200 nm diameter 
fluorescent polystyrene particles. However, the spatial resolution and the 
precision of the measurements were imperfect mainly due to the diffraction limit 
of the recording optics and the size of the sub-micron seed particles. The data 
presented in the study were the ensemble averaged velocity profile of a 
rectangular microchannel with dimension of 30 µm × 300 µm. The measurement 
was acquired using higher and lower resolutions nearer and away to the wall 
respectively 
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Figure 2-10: Schematic of a micro PIV system. A pulsed Nd : YAG laser is used to 
illuminate 200 nm diameter fluorescent flow-tracing particles through an epi-
fluorescent inverted microscope. A cooled 1300×1030 pixel ×12 bit interline-transfer 
CCD camera is used to record the particle images (Meinhart & Santiago 1999). 
Low powered diode laser can be used to make a high-resolution flow 
measurement. This had replaced the use of chemical lasers.  Potentially this could 
reduce both cost and complexity of µ-PIV experiments (Freudenthal et al. 2007).    
2.6.3 Confocal microscopy  
Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) have become well-established 
research instrument. The CLSM predominately employ fluorescence to image in 
the field of biology and medicine. Furthermore, it is used in differential 
interference contrast (DIC) or overlaying transmitted image with that of the 
fluorescence image in the same specimen area. A different application is in 
material sciences where it is mostly used in the reflection mode. In industry, it is 
used for routine inspection where it provides an efficient means of detection of 
defects in semiconductor circuits(Sheppard and Shotton, 1998).  
 
Object to image transformation in a light microscope occurs simultaneously and 
parallel for all point as shown by Figure 2-11. In contrast, CLSM irradiate the 
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specimen in a pointwise fashion. The interaction between the laser light and 
irradiated (fluorescence) is detected point by point as depicted in Figure 2-11 
(Preibisch et al., 2009; Semwogerere and Weeks, 2005; Sheppard and Shotton, 
1998).  
 
 
Figure 2-11: Schematic of focal plane between widefield and confocal microscope. 
A pinhole controls the amount of radiated light coming from the object points 
outside the focal plane. Thus the corresponding object area excluded in the image 
which makes the CLSM inherently depth discriminating optical system. The degree 
of confocality to the practical requirement can be changed by varying the pinhole 
diameter. When fully opened the CLSM behaves as a widefield microscope. An 
added benefit of a pinhole is to suppress stray light which improves the image 
contrast. A comparison between CLSM and  widefield microscope images is shown 
in Figure 2-12. By controlling the opening of the pinhole, thick specimens can be 
3D imaged by optically slicing (up to 100 µm) the specimen though guiding the 
laser in the z-axis.  This has come to be known as optical sectioning (Preibisch et 
al., 2009; Semwogerere and Weeks, 2005; Sheppard and Shotton, 1998). 
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Figure 2-12: A widefield microscope image (left) and confocal image (right) showing 
mouse intestine section which is triple-labelled cell aggregate.  In the widefield 
image, the plane out of focus degrate the information of interest by mixing the colour 
of differently stained specimens in the output image. In the confocal system, the 
image has much better contrast throughout (Sheppard and Shotton, 1998).  
 
With ‘time series’ dynamic changes are acquisition which provides a powerful 
capability of visualising and quantifying changes (Preibisch et al., 2009; 
Semwogerere and Weeks, 2005; Sheppard and Shotton, 1998). With this CLSM 
systems can be converted to PIV instruments (Shen and Andersson, 2011).  
2.7 Concluding remarks 
Electrokinetic phenomena in foams are positioned in between the investigation of 
foam drainage and electrokinetic phenomena in microchannels with solid walls. 
Recently, electrokinetic phenomena in liquid foams and free liquid films have 
gained significant interest. Recent advances in the manipulation of fluid flow inside 
foam and deformable liquid surfaces using imposed electric field are summarised. 
These methods have been grouped as follows: (i) free liquid films; (ii) flow cells; 
(iii) a single bubble; (iv) foam column and (v) finite element method (FEM). Since 
foam systems have a complex 3D geometry with varying liquid content, some 
model systems and techniques used by the researchers have advantages at 
studying different foam features (liquid foam film and Plateau border). 
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Furthermore, parameters of zeta potential and its impact on foam systems have 
been covered. System monitoring tools have been discussed. However, an 
advanced instrument of investigating flow inside liquid films, which is CSLM 
microscopy, has never been discussed earlier. The CSLM was coupled with PIV 
visualisation technique and computer simulations.   
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3 CONFOCAL LASER SCANNING MICROSCOPY SETUP 
Part of this chapter was published as proceeding in 20th International Conference 
on µTAS 
 
Summary 
This short chapter covers the main setting used in confocal laser scanning 
microscopy to analyse the system used in the coming chapters. An example of 
results is presented in testing the methodology. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
A confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a powerful instrument which has 
been identified to be suitable for the research objectives. In this Chapter, the 
settings and calibration details of the system are presented.  
3.2 Material 
The test solution contained 50% w/w glycerol solution; 2 mM phosphate buffer 
solution (PBS); 5.8 mM myristyltrimethylammonium bromide (MTAB). To observe 
the flow, fluorescein isocyanate (FICT), rhodamine b (RB) and 2 µm carboxylate-
modified polystyrene particles (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, UK) were used. A rectangular 
frame (7.5 mm X 1.4 mm) was made from two clear borosilicate glass rods of 2 mm 
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in diameter connected by two platinised titanium rods of 1 mm in diameter (Ti-
shop, UK).  
3.3 Methods 
FICT and RB  were mixed to the test solution, and few drops were placed on a 
microscope slide which was then placed on the CLSM stage. Two lasers of 488 nm 
and 543 nm went through dichroic mirrors and excited the sample. The emitted 
lighted went back through the microscope lens, through 560 nm underpass 
dichroic mirror, through bandpass centred 515 nm with 30 nm emission filter to 
detector, a photomultiplier tube (PMT) 1. The overpass of 560 nm went through a 
600 nm extra long pass  emission filter then detected by a PMT2. This is shown in 
Figure 3-1. 
 
Figure 3-1: Schematic of confocal laser scanning microscopy laser path from a laser 
source to specimens to the detector.  
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The display of FICT which is excited by a 488 Ar laser and emits light at a 
wavelength just above 500 nm, RB which is excited by a 543 He/Ne laser and emits 
light at a wavelength greater than 600 nm. Transmitted image finally overlaid of 
both FICT and RB is shown in Figure 3-2. 
 
Figure 3-2: Illustration of the display screen. (a) Shows FICT which is excited by an 
488 Ar laser and emits light at wavelength just above 500 nm; (b) shows RB which is 
excited  by a 543 He/Ne laser and emits light at wavelength greater than 600 nm; (c) 
shows transmitted image and (d) shows an overlaid of both (a) and (c). 
 
The CLSM has a motorised x-y stage to move around the sample. The calibration 
data is shown in Table 2-1. Furthermore, the CLSM has a z-axis motor which has 
been calibrated as shown in 
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Table 3-1: x-y calibration in confocal microscopy using graticule and the display 
Point Measured 
Points from confocal 
% 
difference Difference 
Actual 
points 
0,0 0 0 0 0.00 
0,379 361 379 379 4.75 
0,1136 717 757 1136 5.28 
0,1516 367 380 1516 3.42 
0,1894 365 378 1894 3.44 
 
3.4 An Example results using a free liquid film 
Electrophoretic phenomena in free liquid films have gained significant interest in 
recent years due to their importance in applications in engineering, physics and 
biophysics (Liu et al., 2012). Recent literature includes reverse drainage of foams 
(Bonhomme et al., 2013) and liquid film motors (Feiz et al., 2015). To find new 
applications and to exploit this concept, it is necessary to understand flow field 
within these free liquid films. Hence, the main purpose of this study is to 
experimentally investigate electroosmotic velocity field in a free liquid film 
stabilised by various surfactants.  
 
THEORY 
The predicted electroosmotic flow profile in a closed-end microchannel is given in 
Figure 1. It is expected that the flow field in a free liquid film under an applied 
electric field will be similar to that of a microchannel, but the surfactants adsorbed 
at the interfaces will influence the flow directions and the velocity magnitudes 
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Figure 3-3: A fully developed electroosmotic flow profile inside a closed end 
microchannel (Ooi et al., 2005). 
 
The tracer particles used to visualise the flow under an applied electric field 
will be subjected to electrophoresis and should be accounted for in determining 
the fluid velocity using the following equation.  
 
𝐮f = 𝒖𝑜𝑏 −  𝒖𝐸𝑃        (3.1) 
 
 
Where: 𝐮𝐟 is the fluid velocity, 𝒖𝒐𝒃 is the measured particle velocity from the 
confocal µ-PIV system and  𝒖𝑬𝑷 is the electrophoretic velocity of the particles.  
 
A free liquid film was formed within the frame cavity by taking 9 µL of the test 
solution and spreading it across the frame. An external electric field (DC) of 1600 
V.m-1 was subjected to the electrodes, and the particle velocities were measured 
using confocal µ-PIV system (Nikon inverted Microscope ECLIPSE TE300 with Bio-
Rad RAD200 scan head). To account for particle electrophoresis, the electric field 
was computed by Finite Element Method using Comsol Multiphysics 5.0TM, and the 
particle mobility was measured using DelsaTMNano (Beckman Coulter). 
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Figure 3-4: Normalised velocity field within a free liquid film under an external 
electric field measured by confocal µ-PIV. (a) Depth-wise velocity profiles 2680 µm 
away from the cathode electrode and (b) mid-plane velocity field for the above 
location. 
 
As shown in Figure 3-4, the resultant velocity field closely resembles that of a 
closed-end solid microchannel. Electroosmosis dominates the fluid velocities near 
the walls while fluid continuity in the closed geometry drives the velocities in the 
mid-section. The electric double layers (EDL) formed at the gas-liquid and solid-
liquid interfaces were modified by the surfactants. Hence the flow profiles were 
found to be highly sensitive to the type of surfactant used to stabilise the liquid 
films.   
3.5 Concluding remark 
The CLSM is suitable for investigation in this project.  From the preliminary data, it 
was possible to analyse depth-wise flow profiles in a free liquid film under an 
external electric field using the confocal µ-PIV system. The measured flow profiles 
showed similarities with that of a closed-end microchannel under similar 
conditions. 
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4 ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW 
MEASUREMENTS IN A FREELY 
SUSPENDED LIQUID FILM: 
EXPERIMENTS AND NUMERICAL 
SIMULATIONS 
This chapter was published in Journal Electrophoresis 
 
Chapter Overview 
Fluid flow profiles in free liquid films stabilised by anionic and cationic surfactants 
under an external electric field were investigated. Depthwise velocity fields were 
measured at the mid-region of the free liquid film by confocal micron-resolution 
particle image velocimetry and corresponding numerical simulations were 
performed using Finite Element Method to model the system. Depth wise change in 
velocity profiles was observed with electroosmotic flow dominating in the vicinity 
of the gas–liquid and solid–liquid interfaces while backpressure drives fluid in the 
opposite direction at the core of the film. It was also found that the direction of the 
flow at various sections of the films depends on the type of surfactant used, but 
flow features remained the same. Numerical simulations predicted the flow 
profiles with reasonable accuracy; however, asymmetry of the actual film 
geometry caused deviations at the top half of the computational domain. Overall, 
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electroosmotic flow profiles within a free liquid film are similar to that of the 
closed-end solid microchannel. However, the flow direction and features of the 
velocity profiles can be changed by selecting various types of surfactants. The free 
liquid films thickness was selected to match dimensions of foam Plateau border. 
Hence, these findings will be useful in developing a separation system based on 
foam electrokinetics. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The ability to manipulate fluids in free liquid films by an external electric field is 
interesting academically and has several potential applications in novel separation 
approaches of biological molecules such as proteins and DNA. A free liquid film can 
be formed by suspending a small volume of liquid with a solid frame and 
stabilising the interfaces with surfactants. Foam mainly consists of liquid lamella, 
Plateau borders and vertices all of which can be considered as free liquid films. 
Foam is a dispersed system that consists of gas bubbles partitioned by liquid 
layers. Foams have a wide range of applications stretching from cosmetics to 
beverages and beyond (Braide-Azikiwe et al., 2009). A free liquid film can be used 
to model transport phenomena in foams. 
 
Several investigations reported manipulation of fluid in free liquid films by various 
mechanisms. A liquid film motor has been reported by (Feiz et al., 2015; Nasiri et 
al., 2015), where a free liquid film placed in between two capacitively coupled 
plates is connected to a DC power source. The electric field applied to the liquid 
exerted a force on the induced free charges accumulated on the surface of the film 
and caused the fluid to undergo complex motion. In a similar study, electrodes 
were passed through the freely suspended liquid film, and an AC voltage was 
supplied to the terminals (Shirsavar et al. 2015). The vortices were induced within 
the film by electrohydrodynamic induction, and the fluid velocity depended on the 
frequency of the AC voltage and the thickness of the liquid film (Shirsavar et al. 
2015). In (Bonhomme et al., 2013), reverse drainage of a cylindrical soap bubble 
placed between two platinum plate electrodes was investigated. Foam stability is 
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affected by liquid drainage due to gravity; hence reversing this effect could be 
beneficial in increasing the half-life of foam. In this study, electroosmotic flow 
pumped fluid from the bottom reservoir to the top of the film and the flow rate was 
found to be nonlinear with the applied electric field. Most importantly, the liquid 
film was not bound by solid surfaces; hence accommodated additional fluid within 
the column by film thickening (Bonhomme et al., 2015, 2013). Recently, another 
study investigated electrokinetic stabilisation of gravitational drainage in free 
liquid films (Sett et al., 2016). They found that both anionic and cationic 
surfactants can stabilise foams irrespective to the direction of the electric field 
applied as electroosmotic flow induces pressure flow in the opposite direction.      
 
In microfluidics devices, fluid flow can be controlled by external electric fields 
(Nasiri et al., 2015), and the resultant electrokinetic flow has its origin near the 
solid-liquid surfaces. Even though significant advances have been made in 
understanding electrokinetic transport at solid-liquid interfaces (Baldessari and 
Santiago, 2006), electrokinetic phenomena at gas-liquid interfaces require further 
attention (Bonhomme et al., 2013). Electrokinetic flow in the case of gas-liquid 
interfaces differs from that of the solid-liquid interface because hydrodynamic 
boundary condition in the former is much more complicated (Joly et al., 2014). For 
a gas-liquid interface, friction between ions and surfactant micelles in the liquid 
should be determined (Bonhomme et al., 2015) and thermal capillary waves due to 
fluctuations of the free interfaces should be considered (Vrij, 1964). 
 
This chapter presents flow field inside a free liquid film under an applied electric 
field experimentally and compares the results with numerical simulations. The 
effect of surfactant type, i.e. cationic and anionic, on the flow field is also 
investigated and compared with the numerical predictions. The dimensions of the 
liquid film are carefully selected to match a foam Plateau border. Hence the 
findings of this study will be beneficial for understanding foam electrokinetics. To 
the best of our knowledge, detailed electroosmotic velocity profiles in free liquid 
films stabilised by various surfactants have not been reported in the literature. 
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4.2 Material and Methods 
4.2.1 Solution preparation and characterisation 
All test solutions were prepared by dissolving either 53.6 mg of cationic surfactant 
Myristyltrimethylammonium bromide (MTAB) or 70.9 mg of anionic surfactant 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) (both from Sigma-Aldrich, UK) in 30 g of 50% w/w 
glycerol made of Milli-Q water (15 MΩ.cm deionised water). The concentrations of 
the surfactants were just above critical micelle concentration (CMC). Glycerol was 
added to the solution to increase the stability of the liquid films and extend its 
lifetime by reducing the rate of drainage. A concentrated phosphate buffer solution 
was added to this mixture until the solution molarity reached 2 mM to avoid 
generation of pH gradients. To aid with flow visualisation, 2 µm fluorescent 
carboxylate-modified polystyrene particles (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, UK) were added to 
the test solution to achieve a particle concentration of 0.003%. Finally, an 
electrically neutral dye (Rhodamine B) was added to the test solution to determine 
the flow geometry by confocal laser scanning microscopy CLSM. The test solution 
had a pH of 7.25, and electric resistivity of 12.5 MΩ. cm was measured using 
Thermo Scientific Orion Star A215. The density was measured to be 1127 kg.m-3. 
Solution viscosity and refractive index were estimated to be 6.0 × 10-3 Pa.s and 
1.3328 respectively (Leron et al., 2012; Segur and Oberstar, 1951). 
 
To estimate the electrophoretic mobility of tracer particles in the test solution, zeta 
potential was measured using DelsaNano HC Particle Analyser (Beckman Coulter, 
UK). Additionally, the zeta potential of 1 µm borosilicate glass particles in the the 
solution was also measured using Malvern Zetasizer Zs (Malvern Instruments, UK) 
to estimate the charge at the glass rod-liquid interface. 
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Figure 4-1: Experimental setup (a) Free liquid frame holder; (b) Geometry of the 
freely suspended liquid film constructed by confocal microscopy scanning; (c) A cross-
section of the free liquid film depicting interfaces; (d) Confocal µ-PIV setup for flow 
measurements. 
4.2.2 Experimental device 
A rectangular film holder for electrokinetic flow investigations was fabricated by 
joining two clear borosilicate glass rods of diameter 3 mm with platinised titanium 
rods of diameter 2 mm (Ti-shop, William Gregor Ltd, UK) as shown in Figure 4-
1(a). The rods were positioned to give internal dimensions of the flow cell to be 7.5 
mm X 1.4 mm, where the liquid film is to be suspended.   
 
Before all experiments, a film holder was thoroughly cleaned with Milli-Q 
deionised water. The frame was initially wetted with the test solution and the 
excess liquid adhered to the frame were removed using a short burst of 
compressed air. Following the frame preparation, a free liquid film was formed 
within the rods by dispensing 9 µL of test solution using a micropipette 
(eppendorf) while gently moving the pipette tip along the cavity. The liquid film 
formed here is in direct contact with the parallel platinum electrodes positioned 
7.5 mm apart and bounded by glass rods from the other two sides (Figure 4-1(b)). 
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The top and the bottom interfaces of the film is open to the atmosphere (Figure 4-
1(c)) while the free liquid film was suspended in the cavity by surface tension 
forces. Following the formation of the film, the holder was immediately transferred 
to the microscope stage (Figure 4-1(d)), and electrodes were connected to a DC 
power source (Thurlby Thandar PL30QMD). Flow is induced within the free liquid 
film when sufficient electric field was applied to the electrodes.   
4.2.3 Determination of film geometry 
Before electrokinetic experiments, the flow cell was scanned using CLSM (Nikon 
inverted Microscope ECLIPSE TE300 with Bio-Rad RAD200 scan head and 10X-
0.25NA and 20X-0.45NA objective lenses) to determine the complex film geometry 
formed within the rods and to estimate the reproducibility of film dimensions. The 
boundaries of the liquid domain were clearly identified by the presence of 
Rhodamine B. For this purpose, 231 depth wise Image planes were recorded 4 µm 
apart at various sections of the film to cover the whole domain. Finally, a 3D image 
of the flow cell was reconstructed by stacking all the images using ImageJ software 
as shown in Figure 4-1(b). 
 
Electrokinetic flow experiments were carried out by establishing an external DC 
electric field between the platinum electrodes. For the preliminary experiments, 
the voltage was varied from 5 V to 20 V. Following these initial range finding 
experiments, the applied voltage was kept constant at 12 V for the all experiments. 
Flow visualisation recordings were made in the mid-section of the film (5760 µm 
away from the anode) at various depths to reduce the number of experimental 
dependencies presented. The recording commenced after 5 s following the 
application of an electric field. The system was relaxed for 30 s with no applied 
electric field before the next depthwise plane was recorded. All experiments were 
run at 20 oC.  
4.2.4 Flow visualisation 
The velocity field within the free liquid film due to the external electric field was 
measured using a CLSM µ-PIV setup. The system consists of CLSM scan head, 
argon-ion laser (wavelength = 488 nm, 100 mJ), photomultiplier tubes (256 X 256 
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pixels, 8-bit resolution) and a computer with Laser Sharp 2000 software (see 
Figure 4-1). Fluorescent seeding particles (ρp = 1005 kg.m−3) of diameter 2 µm 
with an excitation peak wavelength of 488 nm and emission peak wavelength of 
530 nm were used for flow measurements. Following the identification of top and 
bottom interfaces of the liquid film using Rhodamine B, flow field was optically 
scanned at different depths 30 µm apart. For each depth, 10 consecutive Images 
were recorded at a frame rate of 2 Hz with either 10X-0.25NA or 20X-0.45NA 
objective lenses with a field of view of 1350 µm X 1350 µm for the former and 690 
µm X 690 µm for the latter. The optical slice thickness for this setup was estimated 
to be 8.4 µm using Cytodex® 3 microcarrier beads (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, UK) 
suspended in 30 mM fluorescein isothiocyanate (FICT) solution. Recorded images 
were stored in the computer and analysed using software – PIVlab 1.4 and 
MatlabTM (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014). Cross-correlation analysis was 
performed by selecting 32 pixels X 32 pixels interrogation windows with 50% 
overlap to obtain a spatial resolution of 20 µm X 20 µm X 8.4 µm. 
4.2.5 Determination of the velocity field 
The measured velocity field from the initial µ-PIV analysis consists of 
electroosmotic flow in the film, electrophoresis of tracer particles; pressure-driven 
flow and Brownian motion of the tracer particles. For the low Reynolds number 
flow under investigation, the resultant velocity was assumed to be a linear 
superposition of its components expressed as (Devasenathipathy et al., 2002): 
 
 
𝒖𝑚 = 𝒖𝑝 + 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹(𝜁𝑆𝐿 , 𝜁𝐺𝐿) + 𝒖𝐸𝑃(𝜁𝑝) + 𝒅𝑏𝑚/∆𝑡 4-1 
 
where 𝑢𝑚 is the measured particle velocity, 𝒖𝑝 is the velocity due to pressure, 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹 
is the velocity due to electroosmosis, 𝒖𝐸𝑃  is the particle electrophoretic velocity 
and 𝒅𝑏𝑚  is the displacement vector due to Brownian motion during the 
observation period ∆t. The particle electrophoretic velocity, 𝒖𝐸𝑃, is a function of 
zeta potential at the seed particle surface (ζ𝑝)  and the velocity due to 
electroosmosis, 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹, is a function of zeta potential at the solid-liquid (ζ𝑆𝐿) and 
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gas-liquid interfaces (ζ𝐺𝐿). For 2 µm seeding particles, contribution due to 
Brownian motion can be neglected. Since the electrophoretic mobility of the 
particles can be measured separately, fluid velocity in the film can be calculated 
using the following equation. 
 
 𝒖𝑓 = 𝒖𝑚 − 𝒖𝐸𝑃(𝜁𝑝) 4-2 
 
where 𝑢𝑓 is the combined fluid velocity due to electroosmotic flow and pressure 
flow expressed as 
 
 𝒖𝑓 = 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹(𝜁𝑆𝐿 , 𝜁𝐺𝐿) + 𝒖𝑃 4-3  
4.2.6 Flow simulations 
The governing equations for fluid flow are continuity and incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations for laminar flow (Stokes flow): 
 
 𝛻 ∙ [−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇(𝛻𝒖)𝑇] = 0 4-4 
 𝛻 ∙ 𝒖 = 0 4-5 
where 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝑢 is the divergence free velocity ((∇· u) = 0), 𝜇 is the 
dynamic viscosity and I is the identity matrix. The gas–liquid and solid–liquid 
interfaces were assumed to have the same slip velocity as both interfaces were 
covered by the surfactants. The slip velocity, us, was determined according to 
Helmholtz–Smoluchowski relation- ship (Hunter, 1981) given by: 
 
 𝒖𝑠 = 𝜀𝜁𝑬/η 4-6  
where 𝐄 is the electric field, 𝜀 is the solution permittivity,  ζ is the zeta potential at 
the surfactant-covered interfaces and , η is the dynamic viscosity. The electric field 
inside the free liquid film was determined by following equations: 
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 𝑬 = −𝛻𝜙  4-7 
 𝛻 ∙ (𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑬) = 𝜌𝑣 
4-8 
where ϕ is the electric potential, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, 𝜀𝑟 is the relative 
permittivity of the liquid and 𝜌𝑣  is the space charge density. The boundary 
conditions are (i) electric potential at the liquid–electrode interface, i.e. ϕ = 12 V 
and ϕ = 0 V (ground electrode), (ii) zero electric charge at the glass–liquid and 
gas–liquid interfaces. For an interface covered with positively charged surfactant 
molecules, negatively charged ions accumulate in the vicinity of the interface to 
balance the charge; hence it allows assuming zero net charge at these interfaces. 
The deformation of the gas–liquid inter- faces due to electric normal stresses was 
neglected compared to surface tension forces.  
 
Numerical simulations were performed using a commercial finite element code 
Comsol MultiphysicsTM 5.0. The 3D computational geometry generated from 
CLSM (Figure 4-1C) was imported to Comsol interface using CAD Import Module 
and discretised using tetrahedral mesh elements. Mesh in-dependency of the 
solution was confirmed using a higher mesh density of 811 927 elements. The 
number of degrees of freedom solved for was 5 564 874. The computational time 
was approximately 5 hr on an Intel Core i7 64-bit 2.7 GHz processor. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
Preliminary experiments were carried out with a range of voltages from 2 to 35 V 
to identify suitable electric field strength for electrokinetic flow experiments. 
These voltages correspond to average electric field strengths of 254–4450 V.m-1, 
respectively. It was observed that high voltages caused significant electrolysis at 
the electrodes causing bubbles to form and disrupt the flow patterns while low 
voltages were insufficient to move the liquid in a consistent manner. Therefore, 12 
V was selected for all electrokinetic flow experiments, which corresponds to an 
electric field of 1600 V.m-1.  
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The ionic strength of the test solution was estimated to be 5 mM and the 
corresponding Debye length was estimated to be 4 nm using Equation 4-9 (Kirby, 
2010): 
 
𝜆𝐷 = √
𝜀𝑅𝑇
2𝐹2𝐼𝑐
 
4-9 
 
where 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvin, 𝐹 is the 
Faraday constant and 𝐼𝑐 is the ionic strength of the solution. The ratio of Debye 
length to characteristic length scale of the flow is small enough to be neglected in 
this case (Karniadakis et al., 2005) because the films investigated were relatively 
thick (~180 µm) compared to the thickness of the electrical double layer (EDL).  
 
The following relationship gives the electrophoretic mobility for a spherical tracer 
particle with a uniform zeta potential (Hunter, 1981): 
 
 
𝜇𝐸𝑃 =
2𝜀𝜁𝑝
3𝛈
 
4-10 
 
The equation is valid for the case when the EDL is much thinner than the particle 
radius, which is the case under the experimental conditions used. Even though ε 
and η can vary within the flow domain, particularly in the vicinity of the interfaces, 
material properties were assumed to be constant throughout the film. The 
measured zeta potential of the fluorescent tracer particles used in the experiments 
for MTAB and SDS was 22 ± 4 and −31 ± 2 mV, respectively. The corresponding 
electrophoretic mobility determined using Equation 4-10 for MTAB and SDS was 
1.40 × 10−9 m2 V−1 s−1 and −1.97 × 10−9 m2 V−1 s−1, respectively. The resulting 
electrophoretic drift velocity is given by: 
 𝒖𝐸𝑃 = µ𝐸𝑃𝑬 4-11 
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The fluid velocity due to electroosmotic flow and pressure build-up was obtained 
using Equation 4-2 by subtracting contribution from particle electrophoretic 
velocity calculated from Equation 4-11 and shown in Figure 4-2A. 
 
In computing the flow field using Finite Element Method, several assumptions 
were made. First, the geometry of the flow cell determined by CLSM was assumed 
to be symmetric around half depth plane of the film. This was due to the opacity of 
the electrodes and thick glass rods restricting optical access to the top half of the 
film near the solid boundaries. However, due to gravitational forces liquid film 
tends to position towards the bottom of the rods making the geometry 
asymmetric. As a result of this shift in the film position, variations of the electric 
field can be expected in z-direction. Secondly, the net electric charges at the film 
interfaces were assumed to be zero for estimating the electric field as counter ions 
shield the charged surfactant heads. The Debye length at film interfaces was 
estimated to be on the order of few nanometres; therefore, variation of charges at 
the boundaries is limited to a very narrow region. Then, the permittivity of the 
fluid was assumed to be uniform throughout the computational domain. Even 
though material properties change within the EDL (Baldessari and Santiago, 2006), 
this can be neglected for a very thin EDL as estimated above.  
 
 
Figure 4-2: Depthwise velocity profiles due to combined pressure and electroosmotic 
flow in a free suspended liquid film stabilised using MTAB at a location 5760 µm 
away from the anode. (A) y component of the velocity measured by µ-PIV (b) y 
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velocity computed from numerical simulations. Both datasets show half of the free 
liquid film width. x is measured from the centre of the film and the legend shows the 
micron depths at which the measurements were taken. 
Figure 4-2 compares the experimental and computational depthwise velocity 
profiles at the bottom half of the film for MTAB. Since the flow field at mid-film 
region is predominantly in the direction of the electric field, the plot shows fluid 
velocity in y direction (v) for half of the liquid film. The depthwise velocity profiles 
were extracted from confocal µ-PIV measurements performed 5760 µm away from 
the anode electrodes and the numerical solutions were extracted at the same 
locations for comparison. As the EDLs are formed at the cationic surfactant-
covered interfaces, electroosmotic flow dominated near the boundaries of the film 
towards the anode. However, the free liquid film is suspended in a frame and forms 
a closed-end flow cell. As a consequence, backpressure builds-up at the anode 
causing a flow towards the cathode in the core of the liquid film. This flow 
behaviour is observed for all the velocity profiles shown in Figure 4-2A, but the 
flow magnitude shifted with depthwise location.  
 
Overall, the experimental data measured by µ-PIV matched well with the velocity 
profiles predicted by the numerical simulations. The velocity magnitude and the 
flow features are reasonably close, but a clear shift was observed towards the top 
half of the liquid film. A possible cause for this shift is the assumptions made 
during geometry construction of the model. Due to the difficulty in optically slicing 
the film near the solid rods, it was assumed that the centre of the film was located 
in the centre of the frame rods making the geometry perfectly symmetrical around 
the mid-depth plane. This assumption leads to a uniform electric field at the mid-
region of the film far from electrodes. However, it was observed that the free liquid 
film tends to position towards the bottom half of the rod making the film geometry 
asymmetric around the mid-depth plane. As a consequence, the electric field will 
be stronger towards the top half of the film and electroosmotic flow will dominate 
in that region reducing any backflow. Therefore, backflow will be stronger towards 
the bottom of the film where film is wider than the top surface (see Figure 4-3).  
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Figure 4-3: Combined electroosmotic and pressure flow profiles for a closed-end free 
liquid film with asymmetric geometry. 
 
In order to investigate the effect of surfactant type on the flow field, velocity 
profiles were compared for both cationic and anionic surfactants (Figure 4-4). The 
information presented in Figure 4-2 was for half of the film width and any 
asymmetry around the centre of the film was not captured. Therefore, this study 
was aimed at observing information for the entire width of the free liquid film as 
shown in Figure 4-4A. For this purpose, a lower magnification of 10× was used 
instead of a 20× lens. This allowed the view of overall flow profile at the expense of 
losing resolution. Therefore, only the data from two surfactant types are presented 
at the mid-depth plane instead of a depthwise study.  
 
 
Figure 4-4: Comparison of flow profiles for free liquid films stabilised with cationic 
and anionic surfactants. (a) Experimental measurements using µ-PIV and (b) 
numerical simulations. y velocity (v) and lateral distances (x) are non-
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dimensionalised using maximum y velocity at the centre of the film and half film 
width (W), respectively. 
 
The dependencies shown in Figure 4-4 present y component of the velocity (v) 
non-dimensionalised by the maximum velocity at the centre of the film (vmax) for 
cationic surfactant MTAB and anionic surfactant SDS. Two main observations were 
noted. Firstly, the fluid flow profile observed in the free liquid films agreed well 
with that of a closed-end solid microchannels reported in literature (Ooi et al., 
2005) for both surfactants. However, for a solid-walled microchannel, charge 
distribution near the channel walls is determined by the wall material whereas for 
a film stabilised by surfactants, charge of the EDL depends on the charge of the 
surfactant head adsorbed. Secondly, when the type of surfactant was changed from 
cationic to anionic, the flow profile reversed the direction, but flow features 
remained the same. In the case when a cationic surfactant was used to make films, 
EDLs are predominantly formed of negative ions which resulted in the 
electroosmotic pumping of fluid towards anode electrode. However, when the 
cationic surfactant was replaced by an anionic surfactant such as SDS, EDLs are 
predominantly formed of positive ions, resulting electroosmotic pumping towards 
the cathode electrode. Hence, a possible arrangement of surfactants on the gas–
liquid and solid–liquid interfaces for a cationic surfactant (MTAB) and formation of 
corresponding EDL is shown in Figure 4-5. 
 
Figure 4-5: Schematic representation of the film cross-section depicting surfactant 
molecule arrangement (left) and illustration of the EDL at the interfaces (right). 
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Computational velocity profiles for cationic and anionic surfactants presented in 
Figure 4-4B closely match with the experimental results shown in Figure 4-4A. 
This supports our proposition of possible arrangement of surfactants at the 
interfaces shown in Figure 4-5. For all the experiments, the surfactant 
concentration in test solutions was set to just above the critical micelle 
concentration to have sufficient surfactant molecules to cover the film interfaces, 
but not to form a large number of micelles. Therefore, surfactant-covered 
interfaces were assumed to be immobile in the tangential direction for numerical 
simulations. However, the validity of this assumption should be verified in future 
work to neglect viscoelastic flow at the interfaces. 
4.4 Concluding remarks 
Simulated velocity fields obtained using Finite Element Method to model a free 
liquid film stabilised by anionic and cationic surfactants are compared with 
experimentally measured velocity profiles using confocal µ-PIV. Experimental 
velocity profiles agree closely with computational predictions, but deviations were 
noted at the top half of the liquid film. These deviations were attributed to 
uncertainties associated with experimental measurements and assumptions 
applied to the computational model. The asymmetry arising from the location of 
the free liquid film towards the bottom of the frame seems to have a greater effect 
than expected and should be considered constructing the computational domain. 
Overall, the velocity profiles for a free liquid film were similar to that of a closed-
end microchannel, but the flow direction and flow features will depend on the type 
of surfactant used. Wet liquid foam under an applied electric field is a complex 
system to study, but understanding the nature of fluid flow in parts of such a 
system is important in exploiting foam electrokinetics for separating biological 
molecules such as proteins and DNA. The free liquid film investigated in this paper 
is similar to a foam Plateau border, however further work is required to fully 
understand the dynamic behaviour. 
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5 ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW IN FREE 
LIQUID FILMS: UNDER-STANDING 
FLOW IN FOAM PLATEAU BORDERS 
This chapter was published in Journal of Colloid and Interface Science 
 
Chapter Overview 
Liquid flow in foams mostly proceeds through Plateau borders where liquid 
content is the highest. A sufficiently thick (~180 µm) free liquid film is a 
reasonable model for understanding of electrokinetic phenomena in foam Plateau 
borders. For this purpose, a flow cell with a suspended free liquid film has been 
designed for measurement of electrokinetic flow under an imposed electric 
potential difference. The free liquid film was stabilised by either anionic (sodium 
lauryl sulfate (NaDS)) or cationic (trimethyl(tetradecyl) ammonium bromide 
(TTAB)) surfactants. Fluid flow profiles in a stabilised free liquid film was 
measured by micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) combined with 
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) set-up. Numerical simulations of 
electroosmotic flow in the same system were performed using Finite Element 
Method. The computational geometry was generated by CLSM. A reasonably good 
agreement was found between the computed and the experimentally measured 
velocity profiles. The features of the flow profiles and the velocity magnitude were 
mainly determined by the type of surfactant used. Irrespective of the surfactants 
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used, electroosmotic flow dominated in the mid-film region, where the film is 
thinnest, while backflow due to pressure build-up developed near the glass rods, 
where the film is thickest.         
5.1 Introduction 
Liquid foams have a wide range of applications in cosmetics, mining, food and 
firefighting. Foam is a multiphase colloidal system made from entrapment of gas in 
a continuous liquid phase. Drainage refers to gravity and/or capillary driven flow 
of liquid between the gas bubbles through Plateau borders, nodes and films, and is 
well documented (Arjmandi-Tash et al., 2017, 2015; A Bureiko et al., 2015). 
Plateau borders in foams have higher liquid content, and a free liquid film (~180 
µm thick) can be used to model the electrokinetic flow inside Plateau borders. 
However, manipulation of fluid through a foam system by an external electric field 
(electrokinetic flow) is still to be understood (Bonhomme et al., 2017). For this 
purpose, an electrokinetic flow in a free liquid film is considered below. The free 
liquid film is formed by suspending a thin liquid film stabilised by surfactants 
within a solid frame. The properties of surfactant molecules are described by 
equilibrium adsorption and adsorption kinetics (Mucic et al., 2011). The 
adsorption of ionic surfactant molecules at the gas-liquid and solid-liquid 
interfaces governs the respective values of the zeta potential (Yoon and Yordan, 
1986). Recently, the authors used a free liquid film to model electrokinetic flow 
within a foam system (Hussein Sheik et al., 2016). In the past few years, several 
publications reported fluid flow in a free liquid film using different procedures 
(Bonhomme et al., 2015, 2013; Feiz et al., 2015; Sett et al., 2016). A liquid film 
motor (Amjadi et al., 2013, 2008; Feiz et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2011, 2012; Nasiri et 
al., 2015) have been reported, where a thin, freely suspended liquid film placed 
between two capacitor plates under a DC power source resulted in a complex 
motion of the fluid due to uneven charge distribution across the film. In(Sett et al., 
2016), film stability was improved by electroosmotic flow counterbalancing the 
drainage of a soap bubble (Bonhomme et al., 2013) and a free liquid film (Sett et 
al., 2016). More recently, an experimental procedure for measuring electroosmotic 
flow in free liquid film was reported discussed in Chapter 4. Here it was found  that 
the fluid flow varied depth wise within the free liquid film and developed a CFD 
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(computational fluid dynamic) model to fit the experimental result. Given the 
complexity of the film structure, the model oversimplified the free liquid film 
geometry, and as a result, the fit was not satisfactory. The aim below is (i) to 
develop an accurate free liquid film geometry using depth wise scanning of the 
flow cell using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM); (ii) use an accurate film 
geometry to develop a CFD model for electrokinetic flow in the free liquid film 
geometry and (iii) to study the effect of surfactant type on the flow profiles. 
5.2 Material and methods 
5.2.1 Solution preparation 
Test solutions were prepared by mixing 50 g of Milli-Q water (15 MΩ·cm deionised 
water) with glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and 200 µL of 1 M phosphate buffer 
solution (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) to adjust the bulk solution molarity to 2 mM. Two 
solutions were created by placing 50 g of the bulk solution in two beakers and 
adding 118.2 mg of anionic surfactant sodium lauryl sulfate (NaDS) in one and 89.3 
mg of cationic surfactant trimethyl(tetradecyl)ammonium bromide (TTAB) in the 
other test solution. The concentration of the two surfactants were just above the 
critical micelle concentration (CMC). For flow visualisation experiments, 2 µm 
fluorescent carboxylate modified polystyrene particles (Sigma-Aldrich) were 
added to each test solution at a concentration of 0.003%. The electrical 
conductivity of the test solution containing TTAB and NaDS was measured as 80.0 
µS.cm-1 and 100.1 µS.cm-1 respectively. The final pH of both test solutions was 
recorded as 7.25. Both conductivity and pH were measured using Thermo 
Scientific Orion Star A215. The viscosity and refractive index of the test solutions 
were measured as 4.01 × 10−3 Pa.s and 1.3328, respectively. 
5.2.2 Experimental set-up 
A free liquid film holder for electrokinetic flow investigation was made by joining 
two borosilicate glass rods with an internal diameter of 3 mm and platinised (Pt) 
titanium rods with a diameter of 2 mm (Ti-shop, William Gregor, UK) as shown in 
Figure 5-1 (a). The rods were fixed in the frame holder in such way to create a gap 
of 7.5 mm x 1.4 mm in the middle where the free liquid film is to be suspended.  
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Figure 5-1: Experimental setup (a) free liquid film frame holder; (b) free liquid film 
geometry regenerated for computations; (c) a cross-section of the free liquid film 
depicting interfaces: gas-liquid (G/L) interface and solid-liquid (S/L) interface (d) 
confocal µ-PIV setup for flow measurements. 
 
Before each experiment, the film holder was carefully cleaned to remove 
contaminants. First, the frame was prepared for the experiments by introducing 
the test solution onto the frame, and any excess liquid held on the frame was 
completely removed with a quick burst of compressed air. This procedure was 
adopted to get all solid surfaces covered by an adsorbed layer of surfactants under 
investigation. After this, a free liquid film was formed within the gap of the rods by 
placing ~9 µL of the test solution using a micropipette (Eppendorf) in the cavity of 
the frame and gently moving it across to the other end. The free liquid film 
generated here is in direct contact with the parallel Pt electrode rods and 
connecting glass rods as shown in Figure 5-1(b). The top and the bottom interfaces 
of the free liquid film were exposed to air as shown in Figure 5-1 (c), and the free 
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liquid film was held in position by surface tension forces. Following the formation 
of the free liquid film within the film cavity, the device was carefully transferred 
onto the microscope stage (Figure 5-1(d)), and the electrodes were connected to a 
DC power source (Thurlby Thandar PL30QMD). 
5.2.3 Geometry measurement of the free liquid film 
To measure the film thickness, following procedure was adopted. First, an electrically 
neutral dye, rhodamine B, at a concentration of 30 mM was added to each test 
solution. After that, the free liquid film was scanned using CLSM (Nikon inverted 
Microscope ECLIPSE TE300 with Bio-Rad RAD200 scan head 20X- 0.45NA objective 
lenses). The entire length of the film was scanned using 14 locations on the film 
surface. These 14 locations covered the whole outer surface of the film. At each 
location, 163 to 326 images were taken from the top surface to the bottom surface of 
the film with 4 µm distance apart in the vertical z-direction between successive 
images. The number of images needed at each location depended on the local film 
thickness at each position: 163 depth wise images in the thinnest part and 366 depth 
wise images in the thickest part. Finally, all 14 arrays of images were collated and 
overlapped in both x and y directions to construct the 3D geometry of the free liquid 
film using ImageJ software (Preibisch et al., 2009). Film geometry constructed by the 
above-explained method is shown in Figure 5-2. A comparison of the aperture of the 
free liquid film experiment and the simulation is shown by  
Table 5-1. 
 
Figure 5-2: (a) reconstructed image of the free liquid film geometry of TTAB 
surfactant from a confocal laser scanning microscopy (b) regenerated geometry for 
computations. Both images are upside down for comparison. 
 
(a) (b) 
Top 
Bottom 
Bottom 
Top 
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Table 5-1: Comparision of the aperture of the free liquid film experiment and 
simulation. 
 
5.2.4 Flow visualisation 
The velocity field within the free liquid film generated under an external electric 
field was measured using CLSM micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-
PIV) setup. The system consists of CLSM scan head, argon-ion laser (wavelength = 
488 nm, 100 mJ), photomultiplier tubes (256 × 256 pixels, 8-bit resolution) and a 
computer with Laser Sharp 2000 software as shown in Figure 5-1. Fluorescent 
seed particles (𝜌𝑝= 1005 kg.m-3) of diameter 2 µm with an excitation peak 
wavelength of 488 nm and emission peak wavelength of 530 nm were used for the 
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flow measurements. Following the identification of top and bottom interfaces of 
the liquid film using rhodamine B, flow field was optically scanned at different 
depths 30 µm apart. For each depth, ten consecutive images were recorded at a 
frame rate of 2 Hz with 20X-0.45NA objective lens with a field of view of 690 µm × 
690 µm. The optical slice thickness for this setup was estimated to be ~8.4 µm 
using Cytodex® 3 microcarrier beads (Sigma-Aldrich) suspended in a 30 mM 
fluorescein isothiocyanate solution. Recorded images were stored in the computer 
and analysed using softwares – PIVlab 1.4 and MatlabTM (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 
2014). Cross-correlation analysis was performed by selecting 32 pixels × 32 pixels 
interrogation windows with 50% overlap to obtain a spatial resolution of 20 µm × 
20 µm × 8.4 µm. The PIV window analysed was 3200 µm to 3884 µm away from 
the cathode electrode as shown in Figure 5-3. 
 
Figure 5-3: (a) Plan view: PIV window is 3200 µm to 3884 µm away from the cathode 
electrode (b) end elevation: locations where depthwise velocity profiles in y-direction 
(𝑣𝑦) were measured. 
 
The free liquid film holder used in the experiments was made by joining two 
borosilicate glass rods. Therefore it was necessary to measure the zeta potential at 
the solid-liquid (glass-test solution) interface. For this purpose, ground glass beads 
made of the same material as the glass rods were used. These glass beads were 
mixed with each test solution, and the zeta potential was measured by using 
Malvern Zetasizer Zs (Malvern Instruments, UK). The Zeta potential of the latex 
flow visualisation particles was measured using DelsaNano HC Particle Analyser 
(Beckman Coulter, UK) to estimate the electrophoretic velocity. 
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5.2.5 CFD model 
The electric field inside the free liquid film due to external electric potential was 
determined by Laplace’s equation. 
 
 𝑬 = −∇𝜙 5-1 
 ∇ ∙ (𝜖0𝜖𝑟𝑬) = 0 5-2 
 
where 𝜙  is the electric potential, 𝑬  is the electric field, 𝜖0  is the absolute 
permittivity of vacuum, 𝜖𝑟 is the permittivity of the test fluid. The space charge 
density is zero within the bulk of the film, because electroneutrality condition 
holds outside the electrical double layers. The boundary conditions are (i) electric 
potential at the liquid-electrode interface, i.e. 𝜙 =12 V and 𝜙 =0 V (ground 
electrode) (ii) zero electric charge at the glass-liquid and solid-liquid interfaces. 
Since the charge at the surfactant covered interfaces is balanced by counter-ions 
from the solution, the net electric charge at the interface is zero. According to Eq 
(2) and condition (ii), the electric normal stresses at the gas-liquid interface is 
equal to zero. Hence, the deformation of the gas-liquid interfaces in the normal 
direction was negligible. Preliminary observations confirmed no measurable 
changes to the film geometry upon application of an external electric field. 
 
The governing equations for the fluid flow are continuity and incompressible 
Navier–Stokes equations for laminar flow (Stokes flow); 
 
 𝛻 ∙ [−𝑝𝐼 + η(𝛻𝒖)𝑇] = 0,  5-3 
 𝛻 ∙ 𝒖 = 0,  5-4 
 
where 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝒖 is the velocity vector, η is the dynamic viscosity and, 𝐼 is 
the identity tensor. The boundary conditions at the gas-liquid interfaces (top and 
bottom surfaces open to air) and solid-liquid interfaces (sides of the film in contact 
with the glass rods) covered with surfactants were set as slip boundaries. The slip 
velocities, 𝒖𝐺/𝐿 (gas-liquid) and 𝒖𝑆/𝐿 (solid-liquid) were determined according to 
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Helmholtz-Smoluchowski relationship (Baldessari and Santiago, 2006) given by 
the following equation: 
 
 𝒖𝐺/𝐿 = −𝜀𝜓0𝑬 η⁄ ; 𝒖𝑆/𝐿 = −𝜀𝛽0𝑬 η,⁄   5-5 
      
where 𝜀 is the solution permittivity, 𝜓0 is the zeta potential at the surfactant 
covered gas-liquid interface and 𝛽0 is the zeta potential at the surfactant covered 
solid-liquid interface. No-slip velocity boundary condition was used at the 
electrodes. Note that the zeta potential at the gas-liquid interface (𝜓0) and solid-
liquid interface (𝛽0) are different, hence slip velocities calculated according to 
equation 5-5 are different at G/L and S/L interfaces. The EDL thickness for the 
experiments was estimated to be 4 nm, hence Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 
relationship (Hunter, 1981) is applicable here. The gas-liquid interfaces were 
tangentially immobile as they were completely covered with surfactants at 
concentrations at or above CMC (Vassilieff et al., 2008). However, the charge on the 
EDL depends on the type of surfactant used only. All boundary conditions used are 
shown in Figure 5-4. 
 
Figure 5-4: Boundary conditions used for the numerical simulations. 
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The measured zeta potential of the glass particles in TTAB and NaDS solutions 
were 21 ± 2 mV and -29 ± 3 mV, respectively. The Zeta potential at the gas-liquid 
interface for NaDS at CMC is -70 mV for pH 7 (Yoon and Yordan, 1986). The 
adsorption of NaDS and TTAB on the interface is 8.91 × 10-6 mol.m-² and 1.03 × 
10-5 mol.m-² respectively (Mucic et al., 2011), which is very close. Therefore, since 
the adsorptions are very similar, the zeta potential of TTAB was assumed to be of 
the same value as NaDS, but the opposite sign, that is, 70 mV. These values were 
used to calculate the slip velocities (𝒖𝐺/𝐿, 𝒖𝑆/𝐿) according to Equation 5-5.  
 
Numerical simulations were performed using Galerkin Finite Element Method 
(FEM) in Comsol MultiphysicsTM 5.0. The 3D computational geometry generated by 
CLSM was imported to Comsol interface and discretised using tetrahedral mesh 
elements. Equations 5-1 to 5-4 has been solved simultaneously with relevant 
boundary conditions for a steady-state solution. Mesh-independency of the 
solution was confirmed using a higher mesh density of 432,056 elements. The 
number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) solved was 2,957,700. The computational 
time was approximately 2 hrs on an Intel Core i5 64-bit 2.7 GHz processor for each 
case. 
5.3 Result and discussion 
Preliminary experiments were carried out to identify a range of suitable electric 
field strengths for electrokinetic flow experiments by changing the voltage from 2-
35 V, that corresponds to electric field strengths of 254-4450 V.m-1. It was found 
that a voltage of 12 V was best suited for the system as higher voltages resulted 
substantial electrolysis causing flow disruption while lower voltages did not 
provide enough driving force for consistent flow. The ionic strength of the system 
was 5 mM, and the Debye length was estimated to be 4 nm. 
 
The experimentally measured velocity from the µ-PIV analysis contained 
electroosmotic flow in the free liquid film, electrophoresis of tracer particles; 
pressure-driven flow and Brownian motion of the tracer particles. For low 
Reynolds number flows, as in the case under investigation here, the resultant 
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velocity was assumed to be a linear superposition of its components expressed as 
(Devasenathipathy et al., 2002): 
 𝒖𝑚=𝒖𝑃 + 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹(𝜓0, 𝛽0) + 𝒖𝐸𝑃(𝜁𝑝) +
𝒅𝑏𝑚
∆𝑡
, 
5-6 
 
where 𝒖𝑚 is the measured particle velocity, 𝒖𝑃 is the velocity due to pressure, 
𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹 is the velocity due to electroosmosis, 𝒖𝐸𝑃 is the particle electrophoretic 
velocity and 𝒅𝑏𝑚 is the displacement vector due to Brownian motion during the 
observation period ∆𝑡. The particle electrophoretic velocity, 𝒖𝐸𝑃, is a function of 
zeta potential at the seed particle surface ( 𝜁𝑝 ) and the velocity due to 
electroosmosis, 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹, is a function of zeta potential at the solid-liquid (𝛽0) and gas-
liquid (𝜓0) interfaces. For 2 µm seeding particles, contribution due to Brownian 
motion can be neglected. Since the electrophoretic mobility of the particles can be 
measured separately, fluid velocity in the film can be calculated using the following 
equation. 
 𝒖𝑓 = 𝒖𝑚 − 𝒖𝐸𝑃(𝜁𝑝) 5-7 
where 𝒖𝑓 is the combined fluid velocity (due to electroosmotic flow (𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹) and the 
flow caused by pressure gradient (𝒖𝑃)) expressed as 
 𝒖𝑓 = 𝒖𝐸𝑂𝐹(𝜓0, 𝛽0) + 𝒖𝑃 5-8 
 
The following relationship gives the electrophoretic mobility of a spherical tracer 
particle with a uniform zeta potential (Hunter, 1981): 
 μEP =  
2ε𝜁𝑝
3η
. 5-9 
 
The latter equation is valid for the case when the EDL is much thinner than the 
particle radius, which is the case under the experimental conditions used. Even 
though 𝜀 and η can vary within the flow domain, particularly near the interfaces, 
material properties were assumed to be constant throughout the film. The 
measured zeta potential of the fluorescent tracer particles used in the experiments 
for TTAB and NaDS were 22 ± 4 mV and -31 ± 2 mV respectively. The 
corresponding electrophoretic mobility determined using Equation 5-9 for TTAB 
) ) 
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and NaDS were 1.40 X 10-9 m2.V-1.s-1 and -1.97 X 10-9 m2.V-1.s-1 respectively. The 
resulting electrophoretic drift velocity is given by: 
 𝐮EP(𝜁𝑝) =  μEP𝐄, 5-10 
 
where the electric field (𝐄) was determined from numerical simulations. The fluid 
velocity due to electroosmotic flow and pressure build-up was obtained using 
Equations 5-7 by subtracting contribution from electrophoretic particle velocity 
calculated from Equation 5-10. 
 
To compute the flow field using FEM in Chapter 4, it was assumed that the 
geometry of the free liquid film was symmetrical about the mid-depth plane (xy 
plane, z=0). However, for the case under consideration, the length of the film is 7.5 
mm long in y-direction (Figure 5-2(b)); hence larger than the capillary 
length,√
𝛾
𝜌𝑔
< 2 𝑚𝑚, where 𝛾~ 36 dyn/cm is the liquid/air interfacial tension, 𝜌 is 
density of water and 𝑔 is the gravity acceleration. This means that the gravitational 
action along the flow cell cannot be neglected. Hence, the liquid film is not 
completely symmetrical, and this asymmetry should be taken into account in this 
study for an accurate prediction of the flow field. 
 
The velocity profiles within the free liquid film under an applied electric field were 
determined from CFD simulations. Figure 5-5 shows x, y and z components of the 
electric field for z=0 plane due to the applied electric potential difference. It was 
found that the resultant electric field is uniform and predominantly strong in the y-
direction within the PIV window. This observation not only simplifies the PIV 
analysis but also allows particles to remain in the same depth plane unless carried 
by pressure flow in the y-direction. 
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Figure 5-5: Computational components of the electric field (V.m-1) for depth wise 
plane z= 0. (a) Ex (b) Ey (c) Ez. The dotted square indicates the µ-PIV window, where 
experimental velocity measurements were taken. 
The computed electric field for a cross-section of the liquid film (on xz plane) in the 
mid-film region is shown in Figure 5-6. This profile was used in calculating the 
electrophoretic velocity of seed particles according to Equation 5-10. The 
simulated electric field shows ~3 percent variation of the electric field strength 
from the centre to the glass walls (Figure 5-6). Additionally, Table 1 shows a 
significant variation of the free liquid film thickness, hmin (Figure 5-6), for a 
relatively small variation of the total liquid volume of the film. According to Table 
2, our experimental measurements demonstrate that evaporation causes a small 
but noticeable influence on the liquid film volume with time. The recorded changes 
in weight of the free liquid film were about 5 - 10 percent after 5 minutes of 
forming the film. Therefore, during the flow visualisation experiments, a noticeable 
change in film thickness can be expected. This could lead to a discrepancy between 
measured values and computed values of velocity within the film.  
 
Ey Ez 
Ex (a) (b) (c) 
-58 
1622 140 
-144   
57  
935  
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Table 5-2: A comparison of different minimum (hmin) free liquid thickness variation 
with respective volume. The film thickness (hmin) used in the simulation reference 
case is 180 µm. 
hmin (µm) 
Volume 
(μm3) 
% 
Thickness 
% 
Volume 
150 7.10 -16.67 -1.49 
180 7.21 0 0 
200 7.28 11.11 0.93 
220 7.35 22.22 1.89 
240 7.42 33.33 2.86 
 
 
Table 5-3: Measurement of the free liquid film weight over 5 min. 
t (min) weight (mg) SD. (mg) 
0 10.20 0.26 
5 9.43 0.35 
Percentage change 
(%) 
8.13   
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Figure 5-6: Simulated electric field (V.m-1) in the y-direction (Ey). 
Figure 5-7 presents normalised experimental and simulated depthwise velocity 
profiles in the y-direction (𝒗𝑦/𝒗𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥) for cationic and anionic surfactant free 
liquid films across 7 depth levels in the z-axis. The results were obtained by time 
averaging the electroosmotic velocity within the PIV window shown in Figure 5-5. 
The normalisation value was based on the maximum velocity in the y-direction for 
NaDS and the minimum velocity in the y-direction for TTAB at the centre of the 
film. The simulation maximum and minimum velocities for NaDS surfactant free 
liquid film were 19.8 µm.s-1 and -20.2 µm.s-1, respectively, while the experimental 
minimum and maximum velocities were 23.7 µm.s-1 and -20.3 µm.s-1, respectively, 
which are relatively close. The simulated minimum and maximum velocities of the 
free liquid film with TTAB surfactant were -19.8 µm.s-1 and 20.2 µm.s-1, 
respectively. The measured experimental minimum and maximum velocities were 
8.7 µm.s-1 and -12.0 µm.s-1, correspondingly. The mismatch in experimental and 
simulated velocities for TTAB surfactant are much higher compared to NaDS 
surfactant comparison. Note, that the zeta potential value for NaDS solutions was 
chosen according to (Yoon and Yordan, 1986), while the value of zeta potential in 
the case of TTAB was selected based on the analogy described above, which is not 
necessarily true. For this reason, we repeated the numerical simulation for TTAB 
using a lower gas-liquid interface zeta potential of 30 mV. The simulation 
minimum and maximum velocities were -6.3 µm.s-1 and 8.0 µm.s-1. These values 
are significantly closer to the experimental values -12.0 µm.s-1 and 8.7 µm.s-1, 
correspondingly. The latter suggests that the zeta potential could be lower than 70 
mV that has been used initially. Note that in the case of zeta potential equal to 30 
mV, the agreement between computed and measured profiles has also improved 
(Figure 5-7c).  
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Figure 5-7: Experimental and CFD depthwise resultant velocity in the y-direction 
(𝑣𝑦/𝑣𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥) due to electroosmotic and pressure flow for (a) TTAB using a zeta 
potential value of 70 mV and (b) NaDS using a zeta potential value of -70 mV; (c) 
TTAB using a zeta potential value of 30 mV. The Results are for time-averaged 
velocity in the y-direction within the PIV window. The dataset shows half of the free 
liquid film, where distance measured from the centre of the film (x) was normalised 
by half film width (w). 
 
Further simulations were performed using different minimum film thicknesses 
from 150 μm to 240 μm to understand the effect of film thickness variation on the 
velocity profiles as shown in Figure 5-8. The normalised fluid velocity profiles in 
the y-direction (𝒗𝑦/𝒗𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥) for each geometry at the mid-depth plane (z=0) was 
compared with the corresponding experimental dataset for both surfactant types. 
In both cases, the computed values from CFD showed that a thicker free liquid film 
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(~200 μm) had a better velocity fitting to the experimental data compared to the 
thickness used (180 μm). This finding suggests that the thickness measurements 
taken here has been underestimating the true thickness of the film.  
 
 
Figure 5-8: Normalised fluid velocity profiles in the y-direction (𝑣𝑦/𝑣𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥) at z=0 
plane for different minimum film thicknesses for numerical simulations and 
experimental (EXP) results (a) for TTAB and (b) for NaDS. Zeta potential used here is 
-70 mV and 70 mV for NaDS and TTAB, respectively. 
It is important to consider surfactant adsorption at the solid-liquid and gas-liquid 
interfaces to understand the obtained results. The adsorption of surfactant 
molecules on a solid-liquid interface depends on the nature of the surfactant and 
the nature of the solid surface (Paria and Khilar, 2004). The two surfactants used 
in this system is reported to show a four-region adsorption isotherm against 
oppositely charged substrates (Paria and Khilar, 2004) as the concentration of 
surfactant increases. Region I, surfactant monomers are electrostatically adsorbed 
to the substrate at low concentration according to Henry’s law (Chandar et al., 
1987); Region II, as the concentration increases, a sharp gain in lateral interaction 
between the adsorbed monomers can be observed, leading to surfactant 
aggregation at the interface; Region III, a decreased rate of adsorption and Region 
IV, absorption rate stops above CMC (Atkin et al., 2003). 
 
For the case of TTAB, the cationic surfactant get adsorbed to the borosilicate glass 
rods and the latex particles (both negatively charged) firstly by the electrostatic 
attraction, which follows Schulze-Hardy rule (Paria et al., 2005) forming 
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hemimicelles. As the concentration of the surfactant increases above CMC, further 
surfactant molecules get adsorbed by hydrophobic chain-chain interaction 
between the adsorbed monolayer (Deleurence et al., 2014) as shown in Figure 5-
9(a). Furthermore, the adsorption mechanism of surfactant on silica surfaces is 
also similar to other mineral oxide surfaces, and the zeta potential of the surface 
will be positive (Atkin et al., 2003). Anionic surfactant does not adsorb on a 
negative hydrophilic substrate as electrostatic repulsion does not favour 
adsorption (Atkin et al., 2003; Penta et al., 2013). However, the adsorption kinetics 
of surfactant molecule on a hydrophilic surface at pH > 6 is significantly faster and 
final adsorbed amount is greater for cationic surfactant than an anionic surfactant 
(Paria and Khilar, 2004). The presence of electrolyte improves the adsorption of 
anionic surfactant on a negatively charged surface (Atkin et al., 2003; Paria and 
Khilar, 2004). In the current system, a phosphate buffer was used to maintain the 
solution pH constant. The adsorption of anionic surfactant on glass surfaces is poor 
as shown in Figure 5-9 (c) in comparison to cationic surfactant, resulting in higher 
concentration of surfactant molecules in the bulk. Nonetheless, the zeta potential 
at the interface is negative. The adsorption of surfactant molecules in the gas-liquid 
interface for the case of TTAB is shown in Figure 5-9(b), and the adsorption of 
NaDS is similar to the case presented.  
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Figure 5-9: Schematic representation of the surfactant arrangement at the 
interfaces; case (a) TTAB surfactant arrangement at solid-liquid interface and EDL 
formation; case (b) TTAB surfactant arrangement at the gas-liquid interfaces and 
EDL formation; case (c) NaDS surfactant molecules at the solid-liquid interfaces and 
EDL formation (Atkin et al., 2003; Paria and Khilar, 2004; Szymczyk et al., 2015). 
 
The deviation between the numerical simulations and the experimental results 
could be attributed to the difference in conductivity and resistance of TTAB and 
NaDS solutions. The electrical conductivity of the bulk solutions was measured as 
80.0 µS. cm-1 and 100.1 µS.cm-1 for TTAB and NaDS respectively. Therefore, the 
conductivity of the test solution containing surfactant NaDS is approximately 25% 
higher than the corresponding value for the solution containing TTAB. Let us 
estimate ionic mobility of both TTAB and NaDS. For a sufficiently diluted solution, 
the diffusion coefficient can be calculated using Stokes-Einstein equation, D =
𝑘𝑏T/6πη𝑘𝑏, where 𝑘𝑏 is Boltzmann constant and a is hydrodynamic radius of the 
surfactant molecule:  𝑎𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐵 = 2.3 nm and 𝑎𝑁𝑎𝐷𝑆 = 2.0 nm (Atkin and Paula, 2006). 
Now, the ionic mobility can be calculated using Einstein relation given as, u =
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DzF/RT where z is the ionic charge and F is the Faraday’s constant (Atkin and 
Paula, 2006). According to above mentioned equations, the ionic mobility of TTAB 
and NaDS is estimated to be 9.06 × 10-10 m2.V-1.s-1 and 1.04 × 10-9 m2.V-1.s-1 
respectively, giving about 13 percent lower value of ionic mobility for TTAB. 
Another contributing factor could be the presence of surfactant molecules in the 
bulk solution, which increases the concentration of charge-carrying ions in the 
solution (as shown in Figure 5-7). Furthermore, this was confirmed by voltage 
against current measurements as shown in Figure 5-8. At any given voltage, it was 
observed that a free liquid film made from NaDS passed a higher current through 
the film compared to films stabilised with TTAB surfactant. At the experimental 
voltage used (12 V), the amount of current passing through TTAB and NaDS 
stabilised free liquid films were 9.6 µA and 17.6 µA respectively. A similar ratio 
was observed between the modulus of the experimental electroosmotic velocity 
for NaDS and TTAB. 
  
Figure 5-10 shows a comparison of the experimental and the CFD velocity profiles 
in the y-direction ( 𝒗𝑦/𝒗𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥) for NaDS and TTAB surfactant for a cross-sectional 
plane across xz (based on 7 depthwise measurement planes). Electroosmotic flow 
is dominant in the middle of the channel, where the film is thinnest while backflow 
is developed near the glass rods, where the free liquid film is thick due to 
gravitational effects. This creates a symmetrical flow about the yz plane across the 
middle of the film, but the flow about xy plane (z=0) is asymmetrical. Overall, a 
good agreement was found between the numerically simulated and the 
experimental results validating the model. In a foam, Plateau borders are oriented 
at different angles to the gravitational vector; hence the thickness and shape of 
these borders will vary considerably. However, this result will be invaluable in 
understanding electroosmotic flow in such complex geometries, where several 
Plateau borders meet to make a network of deformable channels. 
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Figure 5-10: Depthwise flow profiles in the y-direction (𝑣𝑦/𝑣𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥), CFD (L) and 
experimental (R) within the free liquid film for (a) TTAB and (b) NaDS. 
 
Figure 5-11: Velocity field within the mid-plane (a) CFD and (b) the experimental 
segment using PIV. 
 
Each experimental run involved recording 7 depthwise flow measurements 
(different z levels) and took approximately 300 seconds to complete. During this 
time, the film thickness was reduced due to evaporation from the gas-liquid 
interface as shown in Figure 5-11. The estimated loss of film thickness is about 10-
40 µm at the end of each experimental run. As the liquid evaporates from the 
interface, capillary action pulling the liquid towards the glass rods can reposition 
the film vertically causing uncertainty in the depthwise location of the film. This 
film thickness measurement experiment was performed with the laser light ‘on’ 
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and ‘off’ to understand whether the PIV illumination contributes to the film 
thinning. Film thinning behaviour was found to be similar for both cases 
confirming no additional effect from the laser light on evaporation. 
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Figure 5-12: Thickness changes in the free liquid film with time. 
5.4 Concluding remarks 
Electrokinetic flow in a sufficiently thick (180 µm) free liquid film was investigated 
as a model for understanding of the electrokinetic phenomena in foam Plateau 
borders made of different surfactants. The free liquid film was stabilised by either 
anionic (sodium lauryl sulfate (NaDS)) or cationic (trimethyl(tetradecyl) 
ammonium bromide (TTAB)) surfactants. Fluid flow profiles were measured by 
micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) combined with confocal 
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) set-up. A numerical simulation of the 
electroosmotic flow in the same system was also performed using Finite Element 
Method to understand the flow dynamics. A reasonably good agreement was found 
between the numerical simulations and the experimental results validating the 
model. Due to gravitational effects and capillary pulling, the free liquid film 
suspended on the frame formed an asymmetrical geometry about the mid-
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horizontal plane through the film; hence the computational domain was generated 
by CLSM. For both surfactant types used, the electroosmotic flow has been 
observed in the mid-film region, where the film is thinnest, while backflow due to 
pressure build-up developed near the glass rods, where the film is thickest. The 
agreement between the computational and the experimental results were better in 
the case of NaDS compared to TTAB, as the gas-liquid zeta potential for TTAB was 
assumed. Evaporation from the interface caused the film to progressively thin over 
time and change the shape of the film; hence these factors should be taken to 
account for an accurate prediction of flow in deformable channels such as Plateau 
borders. 
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6 ELECTROKINETIC PHENOMENA WITHIN A 
FREE LIQUID FILM WERE INVESTIGATED 
USING FLUORESCENT DYE 
Part of this chapter was submitted to Current Option Colloid and Interfacial 
Science 
 
Summary 
Electrokinetic effect within a free liquid film stabilised by cationic surfactant under 
an external electric field was investigated. Rhodamine B (RB) and fluorescein 
isocyanate (FICT) were used to visualise the system in a confocal laser scanning 
microscopy. The electrokinetic effect was measured in several locations along the 
y-axis covering the full x-width of the free liquid film in each measurement. The 
measurement was taken from the middle of the free liquid film in the z-axis. A CFD 
model was developed to understand the electrophoretic phenomena of the FICT 
dye that is a pH-sensitive dye. From the model, the system was noted to have 
experienced local pH variation. The simulated variation perfectly agreed with the 
recorded FICT behaviour. The effect was not previews considered and would be 
important for future research with pH-sensitive molecules. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Electrokinetic phenomena in foam, free liquid films and surfactant-laden interfaces 
have gained significant interest over recent years due to their potential application 
in biophysics (Bonhomme et al., 2017; Hussein Sheik et al., 2018, 2017). Liquid 
foam has wide applications in engineering, physics and biophysics  (Liu et al., 
2012). Foam is a multiphase colloidal system made from entrapment of gas in a 
continuous liquid phase. Drainage is gravity and/or capillary driven phenomena 
where liquid flow between the gas bubbles through Plateau borders, nodes and 
films that are well documented (Arjmandi-Tash et al., 2017, 2015; A Bureiko et al., 
2015). Plateau borders in foams have higher liquid content compared to another 
part of the system. A free liquid film (~180 µm thick) has been used to model the 
electrokinetic flow inside Plateau borders (Hussein Sheik et al., 2018). 
Hydrodynamic flow within a free liquid film was investigated in what has been 
coined as liquid film motor (Feiz et al., 2015; Nasiri et al., 2015). That is a free 
liquid film connected to an external electric field was positioned between two 
capacitors coupled plates connected to a high-voltage power source that created 
uneven charge distribution in the free liquid film. Therefore, resulting the liquid in 
the free liquid film to rotate. In a different study, Bonhomme et al. (2013) reported 
on reverse drainage of a bubble sandwiched between two platinum plates. Flow 
within the bubble was driven by the electric field on the surface causing 
withdrawing of fluid from the bottom reservoir (Bonhomme et al., 2015). Shirsavar 
et al. (2015) have reported fluid flow induced by non-uniform alternating electric 
fields (AC current). In this example, two parallel electrodes are placed 
perpendicular to a free liquid film. The liquid motion was caused by 
electrohydrodynamic induction which referees to manipulation of particles and 
liquid by an AC current (Shirsavar, R, Ramos, A, Amjadi, A, Taherinia, J, Mashhadir, 
M, Nejati, 2015). Sett et al., (2016) have reported on stabilisation of drainage of a 
vertically positioned free liquid film supported by two electrodes. According to 
Sett et al., (2016) the imposed electric field resulted in (i) surface charge 
redistribution and changes in the surface elasticity, (ii) electroosmotic force in the 
diffuse layer and (iii) pressure build-up close to the electrodes where 
electroosmotic flow developed.  
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In microfluidics, an electric field is used to control fluid flow in a small channel 
(Nasiri et al., 2015) and the resultant electrokinetic transportation which has its 
origin near the surface. It is anticipated that the interface significantly influences it 
to molecular scale (Bonhomme et al., 2015). While significant advances was made 
in understanding electrokinetic transport in solid-liquid interfaces (Baldessari and 
Santiago, 2006), liquid-gas interfaces lack behind (Bonhomme et al., 2013). 
Electrokinetic transportation in liquid-gas interface differs that of liquid-solid 
interface because hydrodynamic boundary condition in the former is more 
complicated (Joly et al., 2014). Friction between ions in the liquid and surfactant 
micelles should be determined (Bonhomme et al., 2015). Thermal capillary waves 
occur due to fluctuations of the free interfaces (Vrij, 1964).  
 
This chapter aims to extend electrokinetic understanding in foam by a slight 
modified of the setup reported in Chapters 4 and 5.  The proposed changes include 
a modification in the solution formulation for the experiment and an improvement 
in the numerical model to predict the flow behaviour in a free liquid film. 
6.2 Material and methods 
6.2.1 Solution preparation and experimental set-up 
A Test solution was prepared by mixing 50 g of Milli-Q water (15 MΩ·cm deionised 
water) with glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). The surface tension was reduced by 
adding 89.3 mg of cationic surfactant trimethyl(tetradecyl)ammonium bromide 
(TTAB). Additionally, 200 µL of 1 M phosphate buffer solution (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) 
was added to the solution to adjust the bulk solution molarity to 2 mM. The 
viscosity of the solution was measured to be 4.01 × 10−3 Pa.s using Thermo 
Scientific Orion Star A215. Furthermore, 5 mM fluorescein isothiocyanate (FICT) 
and 5 mM rhodamine B was added to the test solution.  
6.2.2 Experimental Set-up 
First, the film holder was carefully cleaned to remove contaminants with deionised 
water. Then the film holder was prepared for the experiments by wetting the 
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frame with test solution followed by removing any excess liquid held on the frame 
by a quick burst of compressed air. The purpose of this step was to get all solid 
surfaces covered by an adsorbed layer of surfactants used in the investigation. 
After this, a free liquid film was formed within the gap of the rods by placing ~9 µL 
of the test solution using a micropipette (Eppendorf) in the cavity of the frame and 
gently moving it across to the other end. The free liquid film formed here was in 
direct contact with the parallel Pt electrode rods and connecting glass rods as 
shown in Figure 6-1. The top and the bottom interfaces of the free liquid film were 
exposed to air. The free liquid film was held in position by surface tension forces. 
Following the formation of the free liquid film, the frame was transferred onto the 
CLSM stage.  The electrodes were connected to a DC power source (Thurlby 
Thandar PL30QMD), and a potential difference of 12 V was applied across the film. 
The experimental set up is presented in Figure 6-1. 
 
 
Figure 6-1: Experimental setup (a) using confocal laser scanning microscopy CLSM 
and (b) free liquid film frame holder. 
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6.3 CFD model 
To compare the flow profiles with numerical simulations, a FEM model was 
developed using COMSOL 5.3a.  The main equations solved are the continuity 
equation, Navier-Stokes equation, mass conservation for species transport and 
electric current conservation derived from Maxwell-Ampere’s law. The continuity 
equation, Navier-Stokes equation and electric current conservation were 
simultaneously solved as a steady state condition on a 3D geometry, and then 
convection-diffusion for species transport were solved as time-dependent. All the 
respective boundary conditions are presented below in Figure 6-3 firstly for steady 
state condition. 
 
The mass conservation balance of the species 𝑖 can be expressed as: 
 
 
𝜕𝑐𝑖
𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝑖𝛻
2𝑐𝑖 + 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖𝜇𝑖𝛻 
2𝑉 + ∑ 𝑅𝑖 + 𝒖. ∇𝑐𝑖    
6-1 
 
where 𝑐𝑖 is the concentration, 𝐷𝑖  is the diffusion coefficient, 𝑧𝑖 is the electric charge,  
𝜇𝑖 is the mobility, 𝑉 shows the electric potential, 𝑅𝑖 is all the reactions involving 
species 𝑖 and 𝒖 is the velocity field vector. The terms on the right-hand side of the 
equation accounts for the species transport due to diffusion, migration of ions in 
the electric field, species loss or production due to chemical reactions and species 
transport due to fluid convection respectively. 
 
The chemical reactions within the flow domain included hydrolysis of water at 
both electrodes. At the anode, 𝐻+ ions are released to compensate excess negative 
charges transported because of the electric current which causes a drop in pH at 
the vicinity of that electrode. At the cathode electrode, excess positive charges are 
balanced by O𝐻−ions, which resulted in the local pH to increase near that 
electrode. A pH gradient across the free liquid film is initially developed. However, 
the instantaneous pH at any location within the domain is set by transport of ions 
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mainly due to fluid convection and further chemical reactions.  To approximate the 
local pH within the domain, the main chemical reaction solved is expressed by: 
 
 𝐻+ + O𝐻− ⇌ 𝐻2𝑂    
6-2 
 
The other reaction affecting the local pH within the domain is the buffer reaction 
which is described as: 
 𝐻2𝑃𝑂4
− ⇌ 𝐻++ 𝐻2𝑃𝑂4
2−   
6-3 
 
The local pH is then calculated as − log10  (𝑐𝐻+). 
 
The electric field inside the free liquid film due to external electric potential was 
determined by Laplace’s equation 
 𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸 6-4 
 𝑬 = −∇𝜙 6-5 
where 𝜙  is the electric potential, 𝑬  is the electric field, 𝜖0  is the absolute 
permittivity of vacuum, 𝜖𝑟 is the relative permittivity of the test fluid. The space 
charge density is zero within the bulk of the film, because electroneutrality 
condition holds outside the electrical double layers. The boundary conditions are 
(i) electric potential at the liquid-electrode interface, i.e. 𝜙𝑥=0𝑚𝑚 =12 V and 
𝜙𝑥=7.5𝑚𝑚 =0 V (ground electrode) (ii) zero electric charge at the glass-liquid and 
solid-liquid interfaces. Since the charge at the surfactant covered interfaces is 
balanced by counter-ions from the solution, the net electric charge at the interface 
is zero. According to Equation 6-4 and condition (ii), the electric normal stresses at 
the gas-liquid interface is equal to zero. Hence, the deformation of the gas-liquid 
interfaces in the normal direction was negligible. Preliminary observations 
confirmed no measurable changes to the film geometry upon application of an 
external electric field. 
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The governing equations for the fluid flow are  incompressible Navier–Stokes 
equations for laminar flow (Stokes flow) and continuity ; 
 
 𝜌(𝑢. 𝛻)𝑢 = −𝛻. (𝑝𝐼 + η(𝛻𝑢 + (𝛻𝑢𝑇)) +  𝑭𝒊𝒗𝒇 
6-6 
 
where 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝐼 is the identity matrix and η is the dynamic viscosity. 
Equation 6-6 was completed by incompressibility condition: 
 𝛻. 𝒖 = 0     6-7 
The ionic volume force is the force exerted to the liquid unit volume by the ions 
affected by the electric field. The following equation is added to the momentum 
conservation equation: 
 𝑭𝒊𝒗𝒇 = 𝑒𝑬 ∑(𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖),       
6-8 
where 𝑭𝒊𝒗𝒇 is the force per unit volume. 
 
To maintain the electroneutrality condition in the bulk solution, equal 𝐻+ and 𝑂𝐻− 
fluxes were introduced from each electrode. The fluid boundary condition on the 
electrodes were set as no-slip. The slip velocities, 𝒖𝐺/𝐿 (gas-liquid) and 𝒖𝑆/𝐿 (solid-
liquid) were determined according to Helmholtz-Smoluchowski relationship 
(Baldessari and Santiago, 2006) given by the following equation: 
 
 𝒖𝐺/𝐿 = −𝜖𝑟𝜖0𝜓0𝑬 η⁄ ; 𝒖𝑆/𝐿 = −𝜖𝑟𝜖0𝛽0𝑬 η,⁄  6-9 
 
where 𝜖𝑟𝜖0 is the solution permittivity, 𝜓0 is the zeta potential at the surfactant 
covered gas-liquid interface and 𝛽0 is the zeta potential at the surfactant covered 
solid-liquid interface. No-slip velocity boundary condition was used at the 
electrodes. Note that the zeta potential at the gas-liquid interface (𝜓0) and solid-
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liquid interface (𝛽0) are different, hence slip velocities calculated according to 
Equation 6-9 are different at G/L and S/L interfaces. The EDL thickness for the 
experiments was estimated to be 4 nm, hence Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 
relationship (Hunter, 1981) is applicable here. The gas-liquid interfaces were 
tangentially immobile as they were completely covered with surfactants at 
concentrations at or above CMC (Vassilieff et al., 2008). The initial concentrations 
of 𝐻+ and 𝑂𝐻− within the domain were set according to de-ionised water. The 
geometry and all boundary conditions used of the domain is shown in in Figure 6-2 
and Figure 6-3.  
 
Figure 6-2: Computational domain. The analysis window is ~200 µm away from the 
anode electrode. 
x 
y 
1.35 mm 
7.5 mm 
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Figure 6-3: Boundary conditions used for the numerical simulations (NS is Navier–
Stokes, ES is electrostatics and MB is mass balance.  
Numerical simulations were performed using Galerkin Finite Element Method 
(FEM) in Comsol MultiphysicsTM 5.3a. The 2D computational geometry was 
discretised using tetrahedral mesh elements. Equations 6-1 to 6-9 were solved 
simultaneously with relevant boundary conditions for a steady-state solution. 
Mesh-independent solutions were obtained using a mesh density of 64,452 
elements. The number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) solved was 676,831. The 
computational time was approximately 20 min on an Intel Core i5 64-bit 2.7 GHz 
processor for each case.  
6.4 Result and discussion 
The electrokinetic interaction of fluorescent dyes inside a free liquid film has 
shown some interesting phenomena as shown in Figure 6-4. The surfactant used 
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here was MTAB which is a cationic surfactant that generated a negative EDL. 
Electroosmotic flow towards the cathode electrode is developed as a result of the 
charged double layer within the gas-liquid and solid-liquid interfaces. The 
electroosmotic flow is one phenomenal that contributed to the complex flow 
profile within the free liquid film. The solution was made with fluorescein 
isocyanate (FICT) and rhodamine b (RB) dye which has a -2 and neutral charges 
respectively. The FICT is green, and RB is red based on their emission spectra. Due 
to the difference in their charges, they responded to the electric field differently as 
shown in Figure 6-4. The electric field applied was 1875 V/m slightly higher than 
that of particle electrophoresis.  
 
To explain the phenomena, the analysis of the free liquid film was divided into 
three segments.  That was (A) near the anode electrode (B)-(C) the middle of the 
film and (D) near the cathode electrode as shown in Figure 6-4. However, for ease 
of understanding and explaining the system with the simulation, it was necessary 
to discuss it in the following  the regional order (A), (D) and followed by (B)-(C).  
 
 
Figure 6-4: A summary of the dye front behaviour under external electric field.  The 
red is RB dye, and the green is the FICT. 
 
FICT is extensively used for visualising separation in capillary electrophoresis and 
allied electrokinetics of biological molecules. The FICT molecular structure enables 
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labelling of biological molecules such as proteins, DNA or cells (Mujumdar et al., 
1989; Twining, 1984) without damaging them. FICT undergoes some protolytic 
reaction depending on the solution pH that gives rise to an overall charge of +1 (at 
highly acidic pH~2), neutral (pH~4), -1 and -2 (pH > 6.8) (Martin and Lindqvist, 
1975; Sjöback et al., 1995; Ying Ma et al., 2004). Under the studied conditions, 
initial pH was 7.2 with a phosphate buffer concentration of 2 mM. In this pH range, 
the overall charge of the FICT is -2. However, from the simulations, it was noted 
that the system experienced a local variation in pH throughout the system. Near 
the anode, the pH was highly acidic as shown by Figure 6-5. Therefore, the charge 
of the FICT molecules would be positive, which explain the migration of the dye 
away from that electrode as shown in Figure 6-5 because the FICT dye acquired a 
positive charge. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-5: A comparison of experimental (a) and numerical results (b) for dye 
electrophoresis with the electroosmotic flow in a free liquid film. Time evolution of 
the experiment is shown by green colour in the experimental results. The numerical 
simulations show local pH variation that has a good fit to the dye behaviour. The 
analysis window is ~200 µm from the anode.   
 
Near the cathode electrode once the electric potential difference was applied, one 
unique phenomenon observed is shown in Figure 6-6(a) a bright profile was noted. 
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From the simulation, a difference in local pH was observed as shown in Figure 6-
6(b). The local pH variation profile shows the same pattern as that of the FICT dye. 
From literature, the highest luminescence intensity of FICT appears in alkaline 
condition while lowering the pH reduces the luminescence intensity (Martin and 
Lindqvist, 1975). In Figure 6-6(a) shows the development of a parabolic profile of 
higher luminescence intensity locally that agrees with the simulation of the 
parabolic profile of the local pH development shown in Figure 6-6(b).  
 
Figure 6-6: A comparison of experimental (a) and numerical results (b) for dye 
electrophoresis with the electroosmotic flow in a free liquid film. The profile of the 
FICT from the experiment fit perfectly to that of the profile of the simulated pH. The 
analysis window is ~200 µm from the cathode electrode.   
In region (B)-(C) shown in Figure 6-4 represents the centre of the free liquid film.  
As the time progresses the electrolysis product generated at the cathode and the 
anode electrodes met at the centre. The experimental images presented in Figure 
6-7(a) show the neutralisation of the acid and the alkaline by the front of the FICT 
dye which is visually shown by luminescence intensity variation locally that 
creates the complex flow mixing pattern. The acid and the alkaline are the product 
generated at the electrodes. Furthermore, electroosmotic flow towards the anode 
at the centre of the channel (the film is thin at the centre) and backflow due to 
pressure build up (where the film is thick) contribute to the dye front to form a 
complex mixing shape. The variation of the local pH would influence the zeta 
potential at the interface and would result in differences in the slip velocity locally.  
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Figure 6-7: A comparison of experimental (a) and numerical results (b) for dye 
electrophoresis with the electroosmotic flow in a free liquid film. The analysis 
window is in the middle of the film. Here, the acid and the alkaline pH meet, hence the 
complex shape.  The profile of the FICT from the experiment reasonable fit the profile 
of the simulated pH. 
 
Since the pH varied locally, it was necessary to find how this would impact the 
system. The two solid-liquid interfaces were made from borosilicate glass. The 
type of silicate used in capillaries is different from those used in microchips. 
However, the zeta potential does not differ significantly between silicate types 
(Kirby and Hasselbrink, 2004). Furthermore, in surfactant systems, as the 
concentration of cationic surfactant increase, the zeta potential would reduce until 
it reverses from negative to positive (Sett et al., 2016). Based on this, the trend of 
the zeta potential at different pH condition reported by (Alves Júnior and Baldo, 
2014) would be valid and applicable to this system. The zeta potential of our 
system were measured at pH 7, the differences between this system with a cationic 
surfactant and that of (Alves Júnior and Baldo, 2014) was found. The trend of the 
(Alves Júnior and Baldo, 2014) was used to predict the zeta potential at other pH 
conditions. The results is shown in Figure 6-8. From the Figure, the zeta potential 
at pH >7 is constant. Therefore, in alkali conditions, the slip velocity does not 
change significantly. However, at pH <7, a significant increase in zeta potential 
values were noted which would impact the local boundary conditions. Hence, local 
slip velocity would change. Therefore, the complex flow observed in the middle of 
the film shown in Figure 6-7 could have caused by variation in local zeta potential, 
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and as a result, complex flow dynamics of the FICT was noted. The difference in the 
shape of Figure 6-7(a) and (b) at 288 sec would be a result of this. Accounting for 
local zeta potential variation locally is something that was not incorporate into the 
model. Hence, the difference in profile shape. 
 
 
Figure 6-8: Zeta potential of the solid/liquid interfaces across different pH levels 
(Alves Júnior and Baldo, 2014). 
 
An experiment was set-up to confirm the predicted local pH variation of the 
simulation. The solution and the film were prepared in the same way as discussed 
in the Material and methods Section with one modification that was adding a 
universal pH indicator to the solution to show pH changes. The experimental was 
set-up as presented in Figure 6-9. A CCD (Point Grey CM3-U3-13Y3M-CS), dual 
fibre LED (Kern Stereo Microscope Illumination OZB-A4515) and the electrodes 
were connected to a DC power source (Thurlby Thandar PL30QMD). A potential 
difference of 12 V was applied across the film. 
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Figure 6-9: Experimental set-up for determining the local pH within the free liquid 
film. 
The result of the experiment shown in Figure 6-10. The images shown in the 
Figure is from the top of the free liquid film and variation from the entire film z-
thickness, while the images of the CSLM had a film thickness of 8.5 µm thick. Two 
universal pH indicator with different sensitivity were used to monitor the system. 
On the first run, Fisher Scientific general purpose grade universal indicator 
showed to be more sensitive to acidic conditions compared to basic. On the second 
run, RAL Diagnostics universal indicator Showed to be more sensitive to basic 
conditions compared to acid. Hence the cut line in the centre. The experiment was 
from two separate runs. The observation is due to the chemical reaction occurring 
because of hydrolysis. H+ ions are released at the anode to compensate excess 
negative charges transported because of the electric current which causes a drop 
in pH at the vicinity of that electrode. At the cathode electrode, excess positive 
charges are balanced by OH- ions, which resulted in the local pH to increase near 
that electrode 
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Figure 6-10: Electrokinetic effect on local pH within the free liquid film using 
universal indicator, the blue colour shows the generation of OH- and the red is H+. 
Furthermore, an interesting profile was observed once the simulation of the FICT 
and that of the fluid flow were plotted together as shown in Figure 6-11. The 
electroosmotic flow does show an influence on the flow profile of the pH. Once H+ 
ions are produced at the anode electrodes, electroosmotic flow carried the ions. 
Similarly, once OH- ions produced, the ions were carried by the back pressure. The 
findings from the simulation shown in Figure 6-11 agrees with experimental 
results shown in Figure 6-10.  The findings are rather interesting and were 
something not considered in Section 4 and 5. The local pH variation would have 
impacted the local velocity of the tracer particles but was rather more difficult to 
observe. However, the findings would impact pH-sensitive proteins and dyes.  
 
Figure 6-11: An overlay of the simulated fluid velocity field and pH. 
 
Although the findings are interesting, the model did not consider the film thining 
effect and how this would have impacted the local pH. Additionally, the model was 
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not able to consider the impact of slip velocity as a result of the local pH variation. 
Therefore, FICT  concentration variation within the domain could not be simulated 
as its charge depended on the local pH which would have impacted its mobility. 
6.5 Concluding remark  
 
Electrokinetic phenomena within a free liquid film stabilised by cationic surfactant 
under an external electric field was investigated. The free liquid film was tracked 
using rhodamine B (RB) and fluorescein isocyanate (FICT) in a confocal laser 
scanning microscopy (CLSM). The electrokinetic effect was measured in several 
locations along the y-axis covering the full x-width of the free liquid film in each 
measurement. The measurements was taken from the middle of the free liquid film 
in the z-axis. Numerical simulations of electroosmotic flow and pH variation in the 
same system were performed using the Finite Element Method. CLSM generated a 
3D computational geometry. A good agreement was found between the computed 
local pH variation and experimentally measured profiles of the FICT. FICT 
undergoes some protolytic reaction depending on the solution pH that gives rise to 
an overall charge of +1 (at highly acidic pH~2), neutral (pH~4), -1 and -2 (pH > 
6.8). A further experiment confirmed the simulated pH profiles. Near the 
electrodes, electroosmotic flow dominated at the liquid-solid interfaces while 
backflow due to pressure build-up dominated in the middle. These fluid flow 
helped carry the electrolysis products generated at the electrodes. 
 
Furthermore, the effects of local pH variation may not be significant for particle 
electrophoresis; however, it is important to pH-sensitive molecules.  The effect was 
not previews considered and would be important for future research 
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7 FOAM ELECTROKINETICS EXPERIMENT 
Summary 
In this chapter investigations of electrokinetic phenomena for separation of 
proteins in foams is presented. This research is based on the experience 
accumulated in the previous chapters. A stable liquid foam was generated by using 
anionic polymer surfactant. The setup demonstrated a practical application of 
foam electrokinetics by separating tetramethylrhodamine goat anti-rabbit (IgG) 
protein with a mass of 150 kDa and lectin protein with a mass of 50 kDa. The two 
proteins have a molecular mass of 3:1 respectively. Using applied electric field the 
separation of the two proteins was achieved because the two proteins had 
different electrophoretic mobility as they moved through the foam network. The 
presented results open a completely new possibility of separation of proteins using 
a horizontal liquid foam separation chamber. The experimental set-up eliminates 
the effect due to drainage which is caused by gravity. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Since its inception almost 200 years ago,  electrokinetic phenomena has developed 
significantly into many fields (Barz et al., 2009). It is used across many areas from 
biology to physics and beyond. In most cases, solid surfaces acquire a charge when 
exposed to aqueous electrolyte solutions. The origin of the surface charge is due to 
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the adsorption and desorption of surfactants/proteins (Hunter, 2001; Jiang et al., 
2011).  
 
Fluid can be transported within the foam by electroosmotic flow through the 
Plateau borders, films and lamellas (Bonhomme et al., 2017; Sett et al., 2016). All 
these  channels are limited  by gas-liquid interfaces. The nature of the EDL within 
these channels are governed by the type of ionic surfactant used. Electrokinetic 
phenomena in the field of foams with deformable liquid-air interfaces have gained 
a significantly wider research interest only recently. This chapter aims to present a 
novel separation method of two proteins with different molecular masses inside a 
horizontal foam separation chamber using electrokinetic phenomena. The proteins 
would be transported inside the liquid foam because of their electrophoretic 
mobility and interaction between the EDL of the protein and the EDL of the gas-
liquid interface.  This is a novel research, which has not been done before. 
 
7.2 Material and methods.  
It is necessary to emphasise that below a flow and electrokinetic phenomena are 
investigated inside a real foam not in a model film.  
7.2.1 Solution preparation 
A solution different to that used in the earlier Chapters is used below. The aim of 
this solution is to generate a stable foam under an electric field. The solution is 
made from a mixture of polymer surfactant. The polymer-surfactant solutions 
were made as follows: 88.2 g 10 mM sodium borate buffer solution at pH 12, 6.6 g 
10M NaOH, 1.1 g A-33 and mixed with 2.2g Milli-Q water (15 MΩ·cm deionised 
water), 1 g glycerol, 4.9 mg SDS and 0.002 mg 1M phosphate buffer 
7.2.2 Protein mixture 
Tetramethylrhodamine goat anti-rabbit (IgG) protein with a mass of 150 kDa in a 
liquid state and lectin protein with a mass of 50 kDa in solid state were used. This 
gave the proteins molecular mass of 3:1 ratio difference. The proteins mixture 
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ratio used was based on the luminescence intensity of the fluorescent dye used to 
label the protein to reach a detectable level on the CLSM.  20 µL w/w of IgG protein 
and 3 mg of lectin protein we mixed to 2 g 50% Milli-Q water (15 MΩ·cm deionised 
water) and glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) mixture with anionic surfactant sodium 
lauryl sulfate (NaDS) at critical micelle concentration.  
7.2.3 Experimental set-up 
A completely new experimental devise and different from the previous one was 
developed. This is a rectangular chamber filled with foam for use in the 
electrokinetic separation of proteins. It was developed by sandwiching two boric 
silicate microscope glass between two platinised titanium rods of diameter 1 mm 
(Ti-shop, William Gregor Ltd, UK) as shown in Figure 7-1. The two microscope 
glasses and the electrodes were held together with resin glue creating a separation 
dimension 35 mm by 6 mm by 1 mm. The foam was introduced into the chamber 
through two 1 mm diameter holes which were drilled at the top side of the foam 
separation chamber as shown in Figure 7-1.  
 
Before the experiment, the separation chamber was cleaned with excess Milli-Q 
deionised water, and the chamber was wetted with the test foam solution. This 
was then followed by thoroughly cleaning the separation chamber with Milli-Q 
deionised, and was dried with compressed. The foam was introduced into the foam 
separation chamber by a foam generator which had a narrow tip that was placed 
into one of the holes. The foam was filled into the separation chamber until excess 
foam came out of the outlet hole. The foam was inspected visually to make sure 
that the foam was filled uniformly. The camber was then quickly placed on the 
CLSM.  
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Figure 7-1: Experimental setup 
Table 7-1: The coordinate of the reference point for interrogation window. 
Interrogation 
window 
x y 
W1 361 355 
W2 3126 228 
W3 5535 399 
 
7.2.4 Flow visualisation 
The electrophoretic velocity of the protein mixture induced by an external electric 
field was measured using a CLSM setup shown in Figure 7-1. The system consists 
of CLSM scan head, argon-ion laser (wavelength = 488 nm, 100 mJ), 
photomultiplier tubes (256 X 256 pixels, 8-bit resolution) and a computer with 
Laser Sharp 2000 software. For each location, 260 consecutive Images were 
recorded at a frame rate of 2 Hz with  2-3 second time-gap on 20X-0.45NA 
objective lenses with a field of view of 690 µm X 690 µm. The optical slice 
thickness for this setup was estimated to be 8.4 µm using Cytodex® 3 microcarrier 
beads (Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, UK) suspended in 30 mM fluorescein isothiocyanate 
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(FICT) solution. Recorded images were stored in the computer and analysed using 
software MatlabTM. 
7.2.5 Foam Characterisation 
An electrokinetic phenomenon in foam is possible to investigate only if the foam is 
stable under applied external electric field. Polymer-surfactant containing 3.3% 
Aculyn-33  was reported to be very stable (Andrei Bureiko et al., 2015). However, 
the foam overflowed through the inlet/outlet holes in the chamber once an electric 
field was applied. Electrolysis generating hydrogen and oxygen gases caused effect. 
The experimental data presented below for the separation of proteins inside the 
separation chamber used foam using solution A.   
7.3 Result and discussion 
Once a liquid foam emulsion was injected into the separation chamber, preliminary 
experiments were carried out with a range of voltages from 2 to 35 V to identify 
suitable electric field strength for electrokinetic flow experiments. These voltages 
correspond to average electric field strengths of 333–5833 V.m-1, respectively. It 
was observed that high voltages caused fast foam collapse. Therefore, 5 V was 
selected for all electrokinetic flow experiments, which corresponds to an electric 
field of 417 V.m-1.  
 
AculynTM 33 is a polymer emulsion which is rheology modifier used to stabilise the 
liquid foam.  It is an anionic acrylic polymer emulsion that is crosslinked to impart 
short pseudoplastic flow. 
 
The separation chamber used below was 1 mm thick in the z-axis shown in Figure 
7-2.  Therefore the effect of gravity is negligible and hence no drainage in the 
system. The vapour/gas-liquid interface has Anionic polymer-surfactant adsorbed 
at the interface. The lactin and IgG proteins have been reported to have varying 
charges based on pH (Khan et al., 2013; Khawli et al., 2010; Pereira et al., 2008). 
Based on the electrophoretic velocity direction of the proteins, the overall charge 
of the proteins in pH 12 is negative. The protein mixture was injected near the 
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anode as shown in Figure 7-2. The mixture filled the film, Plateau border and 
junctions. The anionic polymer-surfactant and the proteins are expected to have 
some electrostatic repulsion which does not favour adsorption. Therefore, the 
proteins would be loosely bound to the polymer through weak attraction upon the 
application of an electric field. The protein becomes mobile due to its 
electrophoretic mobility  (Cheetham et al., 2011). The friction hindered their 
mobilities due to their mass which were 1:3 ratio difference. This caused the 
proteins to migrate at different velocities once under the electric field. The protein 
concentration was measured in three locations shown in Figure 7-2. The 
electrophoretic mobility of the proteins were monitored by normalising each 
luminescence intensity of the fluorescent dye which the protein was labelled with. 
The differences in the slop of the two proteins were compared.  
 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Location of the analysis window. 
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Near the anode where the proteins mixture was injected (W1) presented in Figure 
7-3 showed a decrease of both proteins (lectin and IgG) luminescence intensity of 
the fluorescent dye as expected. However, lectin (50 kDa long) had luminescence 
intensity plateaued quicker compared to IgG (150 kDa long). This was because of 
its smaller size, and it responded to the electric field quicker.  
 
Figure 7-3: Electrokinetic separation of lectin which 50 kDa long and IgG which is 
150 kDa long monitored in W1. The applied electric field was 417 V.m-1.  
 
The result between the electrode (W2) was done using a fresh foam.  Again, the 
protein was injected near the anode. The protein electrophoretic mobility is 
presented in Figure 7-4. Both proteins showed a parabolic concentration profile as 
expected. Lectin protein which is 50 kDa long showed a sharper increase and 
decreased compared to the IgG protein which is 150 kDa long. It had a much 
broader parabolic concentration profile showing that it is moving through the 
foam film, Platue border at a slower rate due to its higher friction.  
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Figure 7-4: Electrokinetic separation of lectin which 50 kDa long and IgG which is 
150 kDa long monitored in W 2. The applied electric field was 417 V.m-1. 
The measurements near the cathode electrode (W3) were done using a fresh foam. 
Similarly, the protein was injected near the anode electrode. Both proteins showed 
an overall increase in concentration intensity as expected as shown in Figure 7-5. 
Again, lectin protein showed a sharper increase than that of IgG protein.   
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Figure 7-5: Electrokinetic separation of lectin which 50 kDa long and IgG which is 
150 kDa long monitored in W3. The applied electric field was 417 V.m-1.  
Here, a foam system was made stable under an electric field. Two proteins with 
different molecular masses were separated based on the differences in their 
electrophoretic velocities. The presented results are very interesting because it 
opens a completely new possibility of protein separation using electrokinetic 
phenomena in foams. 
7.4 Concluding remarks 
An electrokinetic liquid foam separation chamber was designed and demonstrated 
a practical application of liquid foam electrokinetics. It was shown that an anionic 
Polymer-surfactant mixture generated a stable foam system. However, a soluble 
aqueous polymer surfactant mixture was only possible to investigate at basic pH 
(>9) condition. Lectin and tetramethylrhodamine goat anti-rabbit (IgG) protein 
mixture with different molecular mass 50 kDa and lectin protein with a mass of 
150 kDa respectively. The electrophoretic velocity of the two proteins varied 
because of the friction of the proteins. The separation was monitored in three 
location which confirmed the observation that the larger protein had a higher 
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friction and thus slower electrophoretic mobility. This work lays the foundation for 
future work on several potential applications in novel separation approaches of 
biological molecules such as DNA and other proteins. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  
8.1 Conclusions 
This chapter aims to summarise key findings and contributions to existing 
knowledge from the above research. A substantial gap in foam electrokinetics has 
identified that lay between the investigation of foam drainage and electrokinetic 
phenomena in solid microchannels with solid walls. As shown in the research 
objectives. The outcome from the research contributed to foam electrokinetics 
which bridges the gap in the two mentioned areas. Findings from the research 
have several potential applications in novel separation approaches of biological 
molecules such as proteins and DNA which has been demonstrated. The research 
objective was addressed in three stages and contribution to new knowledge was 
made at each stage which is elucidated below. 
 
In Stage one, the key contributions made are as follows: 
• Electrokinetic flow in a 180 µm thick free liquid film was used to model the 
electrokinetic phenomena in foam Plateau borders made with different 
surfactants.  
• How the electrical double layer impacted the electroosmotic flow was 
investigated using an anionic (sodium lauryl sulfate (NaDS)) and cationic 
(trimethyl(tetradecyl) ammonium bromide (TTAB)) surfactants to stabilise 
the free liquid film.  
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• The electroosmotic flow and resultant back pressure were measured by 
micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) combined with 
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) set-up.  
• A computational flow dynamic of the electroosmotic flow in the free liquid 
film was performed using Finite Element Method to understand the flow 
dynamics which gave a good agreement between the numerical simulations 
and the experimental results thus validating the model.  
• A complete z-stacking of the free liquid film was made using CLSM which 
was stitched together using ImageJ to create an actual 3D image of the 
liquid film. 
 
In the second stage,  the key contributions were: 
•  the electrokinetic phenomena within the free liquid film stabilised by 
cationic surfactant under an external electric field was further developed by 
using rhodamine B (RB) and fluorescein isocyanate (FICT) in a confocal 
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) investigate the electrophoretic of the 
dyes. 
• The free liquid film experienced a local pH variation which was indicated by 
FICT that is pH sensitive dye. As a result, FICT had varying charge.  
• Numerical simulations of electroosmotic flow and pH variation in the 
system were performed using the FEM which showed an agreement 
between the computed local pH variation, and experimentally measured 
electrophoretic profiles of the FICT.  
• An experiment was set up that confirmed the predicted local pH variation in 
the simulated model. At the regions near the electrodes, electroosmotic flow 
dominated at the liquid-solid interfaces and backflow caused by pressure 
build-up dominated in the middle. The fluid flow carried the electrolysis 
product that was generated at the electrodes. 
 
In the third stage, the key contribution made is: 
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• A practical demonstration of foam electrokinetics was shown by separating 
lectin and tetramethylrhodamine goat anti-rabbit (IgG) protein mixture. 
Lectin had 50 kDa molecular mass and IgG had 150 kDa molecular mass. 
The stability problem was solved by using an anionic polymer-surfactant 
mixture solution. However, the creation of a soluble aqueous polymer 
surfactant mixture was only possible at basic pH (>9) conditions; the 
separation was achieved because of the differences in the electrophoretic 
velocities of the two proteins. This academic piece lays the foundation for 
future work on several potential applications in novel separation 
approaches of biological molecules such as DNA and other proteins. 
8.2 Future work 
Foam electrokinetics could be useful in many applications including separation of 
biological species such as proteins and prolonging the foam stability by reverse 
drainage of foam. One of the key issues related to foam electrokinetics is foam 
instability under an external electric field, which leads to quick removal of the fluid 
in the foam films and Plateau borders. Therefore, surfactant formulation for foam 
stability under applied electric field should be investigated further. A stable liquid 
foam was generated by using anionic polymer surfactant. Due to the effect of an 
electric field, the foam overflowed the chamber and oozed came out of the holes. 
By changing the formulation, this issue could  be solved in the future.  
 
Furthermore, a simulation of the separation within the foam separation chamber 
needs to be developed to account for the reaction occurring, which perhaps could 
give further details. The foam separation chamber needs to be made thinner to 
make the number of foam layers one to two bubbles thick. At present, the foam has 
multilayer with nonuniform foam size distribution. This would be needed to make 
more uniform.  
 
Evaporation from the interface caused the film to progressively thin over time and 
change its shape; hence these factors should be taken to account for an accurate 
prediction of flow in deformable channels such as Plateau borders. Additionally, 
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the current computational model did not consider the local zeta potential variation 
as a result of pH changes. Therefore, it was not possible to simulate the FICT 
electrophoretic velocity. This is another area for future work.  
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APPENDICES A – CONFOCAL SETTING  
Table 0-1: Laser wavelengths nm available in confocal microscopy 
Laser Wavelength (nm) 
Ar (B/G) 457 476 488 514 
He/Ne 543 - - - 
Red Diode 637 - - - 
 
Table 0-2: Filters available in the Photomultiplier tubes (PMT) in the confocal 
scanning laser microscopy. 
PMT Filter Explanation 
1 
D488/10 
Band pass, centred on 488 nm with 10 nm bandwidth (reflection 
imaging) 
HQ500LP Long Pass, allow light > 500 nm to pass  
HQ515/30 High quality band pass, centred on 515 nm  with 30nm bandwidth 
HQ 530/60 High quality band pass, centred 530 nm with 60nm bandwidth 
HQ485/30 High quality band pass, centred 485 nm with 30nm bandwidth 
2 
HQ515/30 High quality band pass, centred 515 nm with 30nm bandwidth 
HQ530/60 High quality band pass, centred 530 nm with 60nm bandwidth 
HQ545/40 High quality band pass, centred 545 nm with 40nm bandwidth 
E570LP Extended long pass filter, allow light >570 nm to pass 
HQ590/70 High quality band pass, centred 590 nm with 70nm bandwidth 
HQ600/50 High quality band pass, centred 600 nm with 50nm bandwidth 
E600LP Extended long pass filter, allow light >600 nm to pass 
3 
 Add this   
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APPENDICES B – MATLAB PIV ANALYSIS 
close all 
clear variables 
clc 
  
filepath=uigetdir('which folder to use?'); 
  
%Note: Electric field is 1. hence multiply later 
                                                                                                        %% define variables 
                                                                                                        
E_0=0.00000000000885; %C/V m; Electrical permittivity of free space 
E_r=64.62; %Relative permittivity or dielctric constant 
E=(E_0)*(E_r) %Electrical permittivity; 
vis=0.006;%viscosity 
%E_L=1;%electric potential 
  
E_60=1; 
E_90=1; 
E_120=1; 
E_150=1; 
E_180=1; 
E_210=1; 
E_240=1; 
  
Z=-0.0224%zeta potential 
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mu_eo=(2*E*Z)/(3*vis); 
  
%U_ep=(mu_eo)*(E_L) 
U_60=(mu_eo)*(E_60)%um/sec %U_ep=2.27738;%um/sec 
U_90=(mu_eo)*(E_90) 
U_120=(mu_eo)*(E_120) 
U_150=(mu_eo)*(E_150) 
U_180=(mu_eo)*(E_180) 
U_210=(mu_eo)*(E_210) 
U_240=(mu_eo)*(E_240) 
  
                                                     %% set information parameters 
inputdate=inputdlg('input the date?');%put the folder information or date  
inputrun=inputdlg('Input which Run?');% Which run it was for 
Inputside=inputdlg('Input side? like RHS, Mid or LHS') 
jj=9;%no of files 
for ii=1:3:15 
%for ii=7 
% ii=8;%row of vector for v 
iii=ii;%row vector for u 
  
%ss=[644:-46:0]; 
ss=[0 
36 
72 
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108 
144 
180 
216 
252 
288 
324 
360 
396 
432 
468 
504 
]; 
a1=ss;%[-329:47:329];%x-axsis 
a2=ss;%[-329:47:329];%x-axsis 
  
b1=ss;%[-329:47:329];%x-axsis 
b2=ss;%[-329:47:329];%x-axsis 
  
                                                                                   %% Setting 60 position 
currentNo = 60; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
   
   
%% cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\60; %loading the 
file 
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files=dir('*.mat'); 
  
  
for k = 1:length(files)%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matData = load(files(k).name);%this is to load the vector value 
   
  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
  u_velocity{k}=matData.u(iii,:);%extract the 7th line 
   
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u)% to creat a loop in the loaded data 
    mean60u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy));% find the mean in u  column 
    mean60v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy));% find the mean in v  in column 
  end 
   
end 
v_nor_0=Vnor(Velocity); 
u_nor_0=Vnor(u); 
%Finding the u 
  
  
  
  
                                                                                                              %% Setting 90 
%Finding v 
currentNo = 90; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
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%%cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\90; %loading the 
file 
for k = 1:jj%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matFilename90  = sprintf('PIVlab_000%d.mat', k);% this is to name the vector 
  matData = load(matFilename90);%this is to load the vector value 
  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
  u_velocity{k}=matData.u(iii,:);%extract the 7th line 
     
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u) 
    mean90u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy)); 
    mean90v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy)); 
  end 
   
end 
  
V=Velocity'; 
All_V=cell2mat(V)*10^6; 
Avg_V=mean(All_V); 
S1=std(All_V); 
v_eo1=Avg_V-U_90; 
V_m1=max(abs(v_eo1)); 
v_nor_1=v_eo1/V_m1; 
  
u=u_velocity'; 
All_u=cell2mat(u)*10^6; 
Avg_u=mean(All_u); 
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u_eo1=Avg_u;%-U_90; 
u_m1=max(abs(u_eo1)); 
  
u_nor_1=u_eo1/u_m1; 
  
  
                                                                          %% Setting 120 position 
%Finding v 
currentNo = 120; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
  %cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\120; %loading the 
file 
for k = 1:jj%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matFilename120  = sprintf('PIVlab_000%d.mat', k);% this is to name the vector 
  matData = load(matFilename120);%this is to load the vector value 
  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
  u_velocity{k}=matData.u(iii,:);%extract the 7th line 
     
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u) 
    mean120u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy)); 
    mean120v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy)); 
  end 
   
end 
  
V=Velocity'; 
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All_V=cell2mat(V)*10^6; 
Avg_V=mean(All_V); 
S2=std(All_V); 
v_eo2=Avg_V-U_120; 
V_m2=max(abs(v_eo2)); 
v_nor_2=v_eo2/V_m2; 
  
u=u_velocity'; 
All_u=cell2mat(u)*10^6; 
Avg_u=mean(All_u); 
u_eo2=Avg_u;%-U_120; 
u_m2=max(abs(u_eo2)); 
  
u_nor_2=u_eo2/u_m2; 
  
  
  
                                                                                  %% Setting 150 position 
%Finding v 
currentNo = 150; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
  %cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\150 %loading the 
file 
for k = 1:jj%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matFilename150  = sprintf('PIVlab_000%d.mat', k);% this is to name the vector 
  matData = load(matFilename150);%this is to load the vector value 
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  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
  u_velocity{k}=matData.u(iii,:);%extract the 7th line 
     
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u) 
    mean150u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy)); 
    mean150v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy)); 
  end 
   
end 
  
V=Velocity'; 
All_V=cell2mat(V)*10^6; 
Avg_V=mean(All_V); 
S3=std(All_V); 
v_eo3=Avg_V-U_150; 
V_m3=max(abs(v_eo3)); 
v_nor_3=v_eo3/V_m3; 
  
u=u_velocity'; 
All_u=cell2mat(u)*10^6; 
Avg_u=mean(All_u); 
u_eo3=Avg_u;%-U_150; 
u_m3=max(abs(u_eo3)); 
  
u_nor_3=u_eo3/u_m3; 
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                                                                      %% Setting 180 position 
%Finding v 
currentNo = 180; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
  %cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\180 %loading the 
file 
for k = 1:jj%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matFilename180  = sprintf('PIVlab_000%d.mat', k);% this is to name the vector 
  matData = load(matFilename180);%this is to load the vector value 
  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
     
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u) 
    mean180u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy)); 
    mean180v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy)); 
  end 
   
end 
  
V=Velocity'; 
All_V=cell2mat(V)*10^6; 
Avg_V=mean(All_V); 
S1=std(All_V); 
v_eo4=Avg_V-U_180; 
V_m4=max(abs(v_eo4)); 
v_nor_4=v_eo4/V_m4; 
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u=u_velocity'; 
All_u=cell2mat(u)*10^6; 
Avg_u=mean(All_u); 
u_eo4=Avg_u;%-U_180; 
u_m4=max(abs(u_eo4)); 
  
u_nor_4=u_eo4/u_m4; 
  
  
  
                                                                %% Setting 210 position 
  
%Finding v 
currentNo = 210; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
  %cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\210; %loading the 
file 
for k = 1:jj%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matFilename210  = sprintf('PIVlab_000%d.mat', k);% this is to name the vector 
  matData = load(matFilename210);%this is to load the vector value 
  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
  u_velocity{k}=matData.u(iii,:);%extract the 7th line 
     
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u) 
    mean210u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy)); 
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    mean210v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy)); 
  end 
   
end 
  
V=Velocity'; 
All_V=cell2mat(V)*10^6; 
Avg_V=mean(All_V); 
S5=std(All_V); 
v_eo5=Avg_V-U_210; 
V_m5=max(abs(v_eo5)); 
v_nor_5=v_eo5/V_m5; 
  
u=u_velocity'; 
All_u=cell2mat(u)*10^6; 
Avg_u=mean(All_u); 
u_eo5=Avg_u;%-U_210; 
u_m5=max(abs(u_eo5)); 
  
u_nor_5=u_eo5/u_m5; 
  
  
                                                                      %% Setting 240 position 
%Finding v 
currentNo = 240; 
  cd(strcat(filepath,'\',num2str(currentNo))); 
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  %cd C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Start_MTAB_Run_folder\Mfile\240; %loading the 
file 
for k = 1:jj%forloope from image pairs 1 to 9 vectors 
  matFilename240  = sprintf('PIVlab_000%d.mat', k);% this is to name the vector 
  matData = load(matFilename240);%this is to load the vector value 
  Velocity{k}=matData.v(ii,:);%extract the 7th line 
  u_velocity{k}=matData.u(iii,:);%extract the 7th line 
     
  for loopy=1:length(matData.u) 
    mean240u(k,loopy)=mean(matData.u(:,loopy)); 
    mean240v(k,loopy)=mean(matData.v(:,loopy)); 
  end 
   
end 
  
V=Velocity'; 
All_V=cell2mat(V)*10^6; 
Avg_V=mean(All_V); 
S6=std(All_V); 
v_eo6=Avg_V-U_240; 
V_m6=max(abs(v_eo6)); 
v_nor_6=v_eo6/V_m6; 
  
u=u_velocity'; 
All_u=cell2mat(u)*10^6; 
Avg_u=mean(All_u); 
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u_eo6=Avg_u;%-U_240; 
u_m6=max(abs(u_eo6)); 
  
u_nor_6=u_eo6/u_m6; 
  
  
  
                                                                                                             %% Setting Plots 
information 
  
Final_matrix_v=[v_eo0;v_eo1;v_eo2;v_eo3;v_eo4;v_eo5;v_eo6]'; 
Final_matrix_u=[u_eo0;u_eo1;u_eo2;u_eo3;u_eo4;u_eo5;u_eo6]'; 
  
Norm_Final_matrix_v=[v_nor_0;v_nor_1;v_nor_2;v_nor_3;v_nor_4;v_nor_5;v_nor_6]'
; 
Norm_Final_matrix_u=[u_nor_0;u_nor_1;u_nor_2;u_nor_3;u_nor_4;u_nor_5;u_nor_6]
'; 
  
  
%%                                                                                                              Creat new folder to 
save data 
  
mkdir(strcat(filepath,'\Output'));% make directory 
cd(strcat(filepath,'\Output')); %loading the file 
  
                                                                                                        %% Figure 1 Plot - 
Final_matrix_v 
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figure(1);plot(a1,Final_matrix_v(:,1),'yh',a1,Final_matrix_v(:,2),'m<',a1,Final_matri
x_v(:,3),'c>',a1,Final_matrix_v(:,4),'r*',a1,Final_matrix_v(:,5),'gd',a1,Final_matrix_v(:
,6),'bo',a1,Final_matrix_v(:,7),'kp');%,xx1,yy1,'y',xx2,yy2,'m',xx3,yy3,'c',xx4,yy4,'r',x
x5,yy5,'g',xx6,yy6,'b',xx7,yy7,'k','LineWidth',1.25); 
xlabel('x(\mum)'); 
ylabel('v (\mum)'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',15); 
titlestring = strcat('MTAB:',inputdate,'-',Inputside,' R',inputrun,', Mag v, 
L',num2str(ii)); 
  
%titlestring = strcat('MTAB:' ,inputdate,'R', inputrun,' - Mag v, L',num2str(ii)); 
  
title(titlestring); 
l = legend('60','90','120','150','180','210','240','Location','northoutside', 
'orientation', 'horizontal'); 
vector = strcat('Final_Matrix_','v'); 
filename = strcat(vector,num2str(ii),'.jpg'); 
saveas(gcf,filename) 
                                                                                                %% Figure 2 Plot - 
Norm_Final_matrix_v 
figure(2);plot(a1,Norm_Final_matrix_v(:,1),'yh',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_v(:,2),'m<',a
1,Norm_Final_matrix_v(:,3),'c>',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_v(:,4),'r*',a1,Norm_Final_ma
trix_v(:,5),'gd',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_v(:,6),'bo',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_v(:,7),'kp');
%,xx1,yy1,'y',xx2,yy2,'m',xx3,yy3,'c',xx4,yy4,'r',xx5,yy5,'g',xx6,yy6,'b',xx7,yy7,'k','Li
neWidth',1.25); 
  
%figure(2);plot(a1,Norm_Final_matrix_v) %(old) 
xlabel('x(\mum)'); 
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ylabel('v/v_m_a_x'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',15); 
ylim([-1.2 1.2]); 
  
titlestring = strcat('MTAB:',inputdate,'-',Inputside,' R',inputrun,', Norm v, 
L',num2str(ii)); 
  
%titlestring = strcat('MTAB:',inputdate,'R',inputrun,'- Pos A, Norm v, 
L',num2str(ii)); 
  
title(titlestring);  
l = legend('60','90','120','150','180','210','240','Location','northoutside', 
'orientation', 'horizontal'); 
vector = strcat('Norm_Final_matrix','v'); 
filename = strcat(vector,num2str(ii),'.jpg'); 
saveas(gcf,filename); 
  
                                                                                                %% Figure 3 Plot - 
Final_matrix_u 
  
figure(3);plot(a1,Final_matrix_u(:,1),'yh',a1,Final_matrix_u(:,2),'m<',a1,Final_matri
x_u(:,3),'c>',a1,Final_matrix_u(:,4),'r*',a1,Final_matrix_u(:,5),'gd',a1,Final_matrix_u(
:,6),'bo',a1,Final_matrix_u(:,7),'kp');%,xx1,yy1,'y',xx2,yy2,'m',xx3,yy3,'c',xx4,yy4,'r',
xx5,yy5,'g',xx6,yy6,'b',xx7,yy7,'k','LineWidth',1.25); 
xlabel('x(\mum)'); 
ylabel('u (\mum)'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',15); 
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titlestring = strcat('MTAB:',inputdate,'-',Inputside,' R',inputrun,', Mag u, 
L',num2str(ii)); 
  
  
%titlestring = strcat('MTAB:',inputdate,'R', inputrun,' - Mag u, L',num2str(ii)); 
title(titlestring); 
l = legend('60','90','120','150','180','210','240','Location','northoutside', 
'orientation', 'horizontal'); 
  
vector = strcat('Final_Matrix_','u'); 
filename = strcat(vector,num2str(ii),'.jpg'); 
saveas(gcf,filename); 
                                                                                                %% Figure 4 - Plot 
Norm_Final_matrix_u 
figure(4);plot(a1,Norm_Final_matrix_u(:,1),'yh',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_u(:,2),'m<',a
1,Norm_Final_matrix_u(:,3),'c>',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_u(:,4),'r*',a1,Norm_Final_ma
trix_u(:,5),'gd',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_u(:,6),'bo',a1,Norm_Final_matrix_u(:,7),'kp');
%,xx1,yy1,'y',xx2,yy2,'m',xx3,yy3,'c',xx4,yy4,'r',xx5,yy5,'g',xx6,yy6,'b',xx7,yy7,'k','Li
neWidth',1.25); 
xlabel('x(\mum)'); 
ylabel('u/u_m_a_x'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',15); 
ylim([-1.25 1.25]); 
  
titlestring = strcat('MTAB:',inputdate,'-',Inputside,' R',inputrun,', Norm u, 
L',num2str(ii)); 
title(titlestring);  
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l = legend('60','90','120','150','180','210','240','Location','northoutside', 
'orientation', 'horizontal'); 
  
vector = strcat('Norm_Final_matrix_','u'); 
filename = strcat(vector,num2str(ii),'.jpg'); 
saveas(gcf,filename); 
%% creating text file of the data 
vector_v = strcat('Norm_Final_matrix_','v');%calling the file to be saved 
filename_v = strcat(vector_v,num2str(ii),'.txt');%naming the file with the sring 
dlmwrite(filename_v,Final_matrix_v); %saving the text 
  
%calling the file to be saved 
  
vector_u = strcat('Norm_Final_matrix_','u') 
filename_u = strcat(vector_u,num2str(ii),'.csv');%naming the file with the sring 
dlmwrite(filename_u,Final_matrix_u,','); %saving the text 
 end 
%% 
a=imread('Final_Matrix_u1.jpg'); 
b=imread('Final_Matrix_u4.jpg'); 
d=imread('Final_Matrix_u10.jpg'); 
c=imread('Final_Matrix_u7.jpg'); 
e=horzcat(a,b); 
f=horzcat(c,d);  
Mag_u_ALL=vertcat(f,e); 
imshow(Mag_u_ALL); 
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filename=('Mag_u_All.jpg'); 
cd(strcat(filepath,'\Output')); %loading the file 
saveas(gcf,filename) 
%% 
a=imread('Final_Matrix_v1.jpg'); 
b=imread('Final_Matrix_v4.jpg'); 
d=imread('Final_Matrix_v10.jpg'); 
c=imread('Final_Matrix_v7.jpg'); 
e=horzcat(a,b); 
f=horzcat(c,d); 
Mag_v_ALL=vertcat(f,e); 
imshow(Mag_v_ALL); 
filename=('Mag_v_All.jpg'); 
cd(strcat(filepath,'\Output')); %loading the file 
saveas(gcf,filename) 
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APPENDICES C – MATLAB PROTEIN SEPARATION  
Individual image: 
A=imread('File Name'); 
imshow(A); 
impixelinfo; 
B=reshape(A,[],1); 
cond=B>9; 
C=B(cond); 
D=mean(C); 
disp('The mean average is') 
D 
File of images: 
srcFiles = dir('FOLDER NAME*.tif'); 
for i = 1 : length(srcFiles) 
filename = strcat('FOLDER NAME',srcFiles(i).name); 
I = imread(filename); 
impixelinfo; 
B = reshape(I,[],1); 
cond = B>9; 
C = B(cond); 
D = mean(C); 
D_full(i) = D 
figure, imshow(I); 
end 
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Total file and plot graph smooth with threshold: 
clear all 
close all 
%% thesholds 
LowerThreshold = 10; 
UpperThreshold = 170; 
xp=[1:1:260]; 
XF=xp*2; 
%% 
figure() 
filepath=uigetdir(pwd); 
OldFolder = pwd; 
cd(filepath); 
Files=dir('*.tif'); % if files are not tif changer this 
NoOfFiles=length(Files); 
for h = 1:2 
for k = 1:NoOfFiles 
filename = Files(k).name; %sprintf('untitled149_raw0%d%03d.tif',h,k); 
image = imread(filename); 
[rows, columns] = size(image); 
count = 0; 
for i = 1:rows 
for j = 1:columns 
if (image(i,j) > LowerThreshold && image(i,j) < UpperThreshold) 
count = count + 1; 
end 
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end 
end 
data(h,k) = count; 
end 
smootheddata(h,:) = smooth(data(h,:),30); 
plot(data(h,:)) 
hold on 
plot(smootheddata(h,:)) 
axis([0 260 -inf inf]) 
xlabel('File number') 
ylabel('Counts of pixels above threshold') 
end 
Final=[XF;smootheddata]'; 
cd(OldFolder); 
 
 
 
